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The Safety Check & Top Up is a visual vehicle inspection only. Any recommendations made are not legally binding and the vehicle driver remains responsible for the roadworthiness of his/her vehicle, and for any related offence. If you choose not to have any remedial
work done, we may recommend that certain essential work be carried out on the grounds of safety before you drive your vehicle. Checks are subject to availability. *Travel Pack image is shown for illustration purposes only. Offer ends 30th September 2009.

Plus FREE Travel Pack*

Stay on the road
this summer

with a £35 Safety Check & Top Up from Saab.

For further information contact your local Saab Dealer 
or call 0845 300 9395 to find your nearest Dealer.
saab.co.uk
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CLASSIC CAR COVER 
BENEFITS WITH

SOC Insurance
•  Competitive rates for Cherished Cars

•  Specialist Saab knowledge

•  Expert assistance with claims

•  Working hand-in-hand with the club

•  Traditional personal service

•  No call centres

•  Agreed value option

•  Limited Mileage Warranty

•  Impartial advice - your needs put first

•  All the ongoing support you need

•  Donation to the club for every policy

Call SOC Insurance free on

0800 298 4071
quoting your membership number

...for the cover your cherished car deserves
Saab Owners Club Insurance is administered by Chris Knott Insurance who is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority

Competitive Insurance
for your

Classic Saab
arranged by the Saab specialists -

SOC Insurance
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WHO’SWHO

Saab ‘Driver’ is published bi-monthly by The Saab Owners Club of Great Britain Ltd

DISPLAY ADVERTISING IN THE SAAB ‘DRIVER’
Anyone in the business of selling goods or services related to the motor industry can advertise in ‘Driver’. 
If Members can recommend a service or would like to suggest a potential advertiser please contact our Sales
Executive:
Kay Scott
KJS Advertising  Tel: 01943 461679
E-mail: kjsadvertising@btinternet.com

MEMBERSHIP TEAM NUMBER: 01954 232810 – 9.00AM TO 5.00PM – MONDAY TO FRIDAY

CONTRIBUTIONS
Please send your contributions to: 
‘DRIVER’ Editor, DAVE GARNETT,
Gorsey Field House, Birtle, Bury, BL9 6UD. 
E-mail: editor@saabclub.co.uk

For information, and ALL articles, Branch
Organisers’ reports, Post Bag, Sport, etc. 
(See above for address.)

Technical queries for Car Clinic, Richard
Elliott. (See Car Clinic for details.)

Register articles to respective Registrars. 
(See individual Register Pages.)

Classified Advertisements 
– see details on page 62.

Copy should be submitted either by e-mail or on
CD or DVD, either in PC or AppleMac format,
along with a hard copy for reference where
possible. Photographs should be undamaged and
of a good quality and, if supplied digitally, be of a
high resolution for print, either 300dpi or taken
at the highest resolution setting on your camera.

DEADLINE DATES FOR
CONTRIBUTORS
Jul/Aug 2009 ISSUE: 22nd May 2009
Sept/Oct 2009 ISSUE: 24th July 2009

Disclaimer
The Club welcomes contributions to ‘Driver’, but reserves the right to amend them where necessary. All contributions,
whether they bear names, initials or pseudonyms, are accepted on the understanding that the author is responsible for the
opinions expressed and that they do not necessarily reflect or comply with those of the Club, publisher or editor. Although
every care is taken, the Club, publisher and editor cannot be held responsible for loss or damage to material submitted.
Whilst every care is taken to ensure contents are accurate, the Club, publisher and editor assume no responsibility for any
effects arising from errors or omissions. Acceptance of material is not a guarantee of publication in any particular issue, since
space is at a premium. The Club, publisher and editor cannot guarantee to return original material and photographs.

CLUB VALUATION SCHEME
The Club Valuation Scheme is continuing to provide a very important service to Club Members. However, I would like to
remind everyone that the purpose of the scheme is to provide The Valuation Service for any model of Saab which qualifies
for an ‘Agreed Value’ Insurance Policy. To obtain a Valuation please request a form, return this along with a series of good
quality photographs showing all aspects of the vehicle. The Valuation will be issued soon after receipt of the information, but
please remember that if there is any doubt due to lack of information or poor quality photographs the Valuation may be
withheld. Finally, can I please emphasise that Valuations cannot be provided for cars less than ten years old, and are not
based on resale value.

Ken Dover
Manor Heath, Manor Brow, Keswick, Cumbria CA12 4AP 

FOR CLUB MEMBERSHIP, RENEWALS, CHANGE OF ADDRESS, 
CLUB QUERIES 
Contact the Membership Team on:
Tel: 01954 232810   Fax: 01954 232106   E-mail: membership@saabclub.co.uk

POSTAL ADDRESS
PO Box 1063, Octagon House, Swavesey, Cambridge, CB24 4YR.

Club Insurance Schemes. Tel: 0800 298 4071

IMPORTANT
Please quote your Membership Number on ALL correspondence

Designed and produced by
MYPEC, The Old Pottery, Fulneck, Pudsey, Leeds LS28 8NT
Tel: 0113 255 6866  E-mail: info@mypec.co.uk  www.mypec.co.uk
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STEERINGWHEEL

I now compile this article as the sun shines and I am sure you
are all now looking forward in anticipation to some good
weather, long days and socialising with your Saab at the many
events organised around the country in 2009.

We attended the Spring break in Scotland and enjoyed every
aspect of the weekend including the weather. This weekend is
now booked with the same hotel in 2010 on 19-21 March so
why not join us next year, thanks go to Paul and Elizabeth for
organising a great weekend.

The 2009 National at Stratford on Saturday 25 July is now
finalised (see pages 32-35), we still need help from any willing
Members who can support this event, an hour or two is all that
we will need if we have enough volunteers, mainly on the
Saturday. Please contact Derek Best if you can help.

The venue is excellent with good facilities and plenty of space,
you can walk from the site by the river into Stratford plus the
surrounding area has many tourist attractions to be enjoyed.

As I finalise the details for the Peaks and Dales it looks like this
year will break all records for attendance by Members, there is no
restriction on numbers so you can still reserve a place see page 15.

The developments at Saab continue to unfold, all I can say at

this time is that there is a lot of positive feedback and many people
at home and in Sweden appear very confident that the future is
going to be good for Saab, see more details on page 10.

There are now too many events around the country and Europe
to mention here, many volunteers have worked hard to find
interesting venues and themes so try and support them, read the
noticeboard on pages 36-37, and don’t forget Group activities as
well, maybe I will see you?

We have the next board meeting on Sunday 26 April so in the
next edition I will let you know the main points discussed, in the
meantime Toby asked me to mention we now have a presence on
Facebook and Twitter and you should take a look, 

www.tinyurl.com/SOCfacebook and 
www.twitter.com/SaabOwnersClub
We have said before that any help is appreciated so if you

would like to be more involved with supporting the Club please
get in touch. We have so far had no response to our plea for a
replacement Finance Director, if you would like more details or an
informal chat about this position and what is involved please ring
Keith Copperwheat or Richard Elliott, (contact details on page 5).

Richard Elliott

THE NATIONAL 2009
25TH JULY
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON 
RACECOURSE

FULL DETAILS AND BOOKING FORM ON PAGES 32-35

VACANCY
Treasurer/Finance 

(experience in Sage Accounts would be useful)

PLEASE CONTACT
Richard Elliott Tel: 01457 852944 or

Keith Copperwheat Tel: 01692 535482
chairman@saabclub.co.uk

OBITUARY
We were sorry to hear from George Clarkson from Linlithgow
in Scotland, of the recent passing of his wife, Maureen.

Maureen had been battling cancer for some time but sadly
lost that battle on Sunday, 19 April. Our thoughts are with
George and his sons at this difficult time.

Alistair Philpott
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Orpington Saab
Full service only £95.00
Free collection & delivery 
anywhere on the South coast
Free courtesy cars available
Service also includes wash & vacuum

New & used spares
we will better any price

Mail order service available • All major credit cards accepted

Tel: 01959 574737 Mob: 07956 458323
Orpington Saab, Tatsfield Garage, 7 Paynesfield Road, Tatsfield, Westerham, Kent TN16 2AT

www.orpingtonsaab.co.uk
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SAABNEWS

The Saab 9-3X is the ideal alternative to large and heavy
crossovers or SUVs. With distinctive looks, a versatile Sport
Wagon body, higher stance and advanced all-wheel drive
technology, the 9-3X also offers excellent fuel efficiency and
functional storage.

The 9-3X is available with either Saab’s 2.0 litre turbocharged
petrol engine (210hp), combined with the technically advanced
Cross Wheel Drive system (XWD), or the highly regarded 1.9 TTiD
diesel engine (180hp) with front-wheel drive. Overall, the 9-3X
embodies Saab’s turbocharging philosophy, combining a
dynamic driving experience with a fuel efficient powertrain to
achieve responsible performance.

Distinctive Appeal
Saab designers have raised the chassis 35mm higher (20mm
higher on the FWD diesel model) than the standard two-wheel
drive Sport-Wagon. It is specifically designed for those who
frequently use gravel or unpaved roads, without compromising
the driving experience on tarmac.

The Saab 9-3X is a car in tune with the lifestyle needs of
today’s customers: “The 9-3X is an efficient all-rounder for
anyone who doesn’t want or need an SUV-type vehicle,” says
Simon Padian, Saab Brand Design Chief. “Simply put, we are
offering a vehicle that will do what’s required in more comfort
and style than a heavier SUV.”

New Saab 9-3X made its 

at the Geneva Motor Show
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New front and rear bumpers feature a dark grey, grained finish
that is also applied to the side sills and the edges of the wheel
arches as a protective covering when the terrain becomes loose
or muddy. This treatment is complemented by skid panels with
a matt aluminum finish, curving up towards the door opening at
the rear and adopting a wing form in the lip of the lower front
bumper. These are matched by matt, aluminium-coloured lower
door strips and roof rails with the same finish. Visible, twin
round exhaust tailpipes are standard for both engine options.
Front fog lights ringed with a chrome finish add yet another
rugged accent.

With the addition of unique design, 5-spoke 17-inch alloy
wheels, the 9-3X’s exterior character reflects its ability to
handle mixed road conditions, whether rough or smooth, loose
or paved.

Inside, the 9-3X interior features a unique trim, adding a dark
metallic finish to the door trims, glovebox and gearbox
surround. The unique sports seating features grey fabric inserts
in the black leather upholstery.

Total Traction With Power
At the heart of the 9-3X is Saab’s cutting-edge XWD technology. It
is an intelligent, active system that continuously distributes
engine-drive torque between the front and rear axles as required
for optimum stability and traction in all conditions. To optimise
traction, the Saab XWD incorporates an innovative, pre-emptive
engagement of the rear wheels. Unlike conventional all-wheel
drive systems, this eliminates the need to detect front-wheel slip
before rear drive is activated.

The hardware includes an electronically-controlled Torque
Transfer Device (TTD), which varies power delivery between the
axles. A valve increases or reduces hydraulic pressure on wet
clutch plates inside the TTD to progressively engage or
disengage the rear axle. The degree of ‘slip’ dictates how much
drive is transmitted to the rear wheels. The standard fit rear
limited slip differential (eLSD) operates on the same principle,
splitting drive across the axle to whichever wheel has more
traction.

The 2.0 turbo petrol engine delivers a potent 210hp and
thus conforms to Saab’s right-sizing principle by producing
the power of a larger engine but with the fuel economy and
lower emission benefits of a smaller 2.0 litre capacity, thanks
to a turbocharger. This all-alloy engine also produces 221lb ft
of torque (300Nm) between 2,500-4,000rpm and can
accelerate the 9-3X from 0–60 mph in just 8.2 seconds. Both
a six-speed manual and automatic transmission are available.

The diesel variant, a 1.9 TTiD twin turbo engine produces
an impressive 180hp and a punchy 295 lb ft (400Nm) of
torque through the front wheels, but still keeps emissions
low with 144 g/km. This engine, too, will be available with
manual and automatic transmission.

Form meets function in stowage area
The 9-3X is designed to make loading sports and leisure
equipment easy: the rear cargo area with a low floor is
surprisingly spacious and well-proportioned, and the
compact design of the rear suspension allows a deep box-
like space, free from intrusions, offering a useful rear seat
up/down volume of 419/1287 litres (VDA).

The 60/40 split seat-back incorporates a ski-hatch and
folds down without any need to move the fixed seat cushion.
The fully carpeted rear load space is illuminated by two
interior lights mounted on the inside of the D-pillars. It is
accessed by a lightly-weighted tailgate that opens down to
bumper level, its damper rods completely hidden in the roof
to allow a clear, uncluttered opening. The flush-fitted, black
moulded floor plate helps to protect against marks or
scratches on the bumper during heavy use.

The 9-3X's twin floor stowage facility also helps keep
luggage and equipment safe and tidy. The middle section of
the floor hinges upwards transversely when the handle is
pulled so that the front edge fits into two retaining slots.

There is also a 12-volt power socket in the main load area
(for a hot or cool box) and a separate storage compartment
at either side of the floor, one fitted with a moulded holder
for large bottles.

Marketing
The long-running Saab/Salomon promotional partnership will
be used in the UK as the main launch platform for the new
Saab 9-3X. The car will be the featured vehicle at the popular
Saab/Salomon trail-running series where its excellent
performance on gravel tracks will be well suited to athletes
who want a performance vehicle that can take them all the
way to the start of the trail.
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SAABNEWS

The Saab Automobile reorganisation group has secured co-
operation with General Motors, GM, to sell the Swedish car
company, Saab Automobile as CFO Lars Heron Castle explains:
“GM will be a vital partner for Saab for five to ten years, where a
new owner has access to much of the technology we need.

“We will share their technology with our offering of safety
technology, competence for chassis tuning and engine
technology, but we will retain our most advanced turbo
technology to maintain the strength of our brand,” says Lars
Häger Borg, who has worked for Saab Automobile since 1997.

Collaboration with GM is planned so that Saab can proceed
with a number of co-operation agreements on technology and
services that will gradually be phased out after perhaps ten
years and be replaced by co-operation with other partners.

This means that Saab can use GM’s platform technology to
produce cars for the foreseeable future.

Reorganisation of Saab Automobile has lasted more than a
month and it needs closure in order to ensure market
confidence. Lars Häger Borg does not believe that it is possible
to have a buyer fully ready before the three-month recovery
period expires: “Our ambition is to have come far in the process
during that time, with very specific facts about a new ownership
structure. Then we have something to negotiate with the

Government, so that it can put up a guarantee for a loan to
make it easier for us to move forward.”

He doesn’t agree that Saab’s future opportunities are often
judged on what has happened historically.

“We draw lessons from the fact that Saab has been difficult to
create profitability, but is aimed now at a future competitive
Saab with acceptable profitability,” he says.

These parties now talking with Saab may take part in a
company with an operating margin of 1-2%, gradually growing
and in 2013 reaching 140,000-150,000 vehicles, and a pace of
development in which models are replaced after six years.

Saab claims that this company will meet the new objectives
of development which accounts for 5-6% of turnover, which is
considerably less than the 10% Saab has had before.

“By working smarter, it should be achievable. It is no wonder
that we have found it difficult to earn money with full
development and where the models often have been delayed or
stopped,“ says Lars Häger Borg.

Buyers of Saabs will be attracted by the value that has
already been invested in the next generation of the 9-5 and the
new 9-4X. He indicated that the 9-5 could be a month late and
will be launched early next spring, with the 9-4X launched in the
second half of next year.

Sweden’s Dagens Industri (the country’s business newspaper) reports
that Saab Automobile and General Motors have made an agreement on
trademarks. Here is a loosely translated version of that article, supplied
by Saab History USA.

Co-operate On Technology
Saab Automobile and GM



Why should you always
insist on Saab Genuine Parts?

Take a closer look.

Saab Genuine Parts are designed specifically to fit Saabs. 
They are manufactured to exacting Saab standards to 
work seamlessly with other parts in the car, so they 
won’t compromise performance or safety.

Saab Genuine Parts are the same parts as those fitted on 
the production line – all engineered and manufactured to 
the stringent quality that Saab applies to all of its 
products. That’s why you can be sure they meet Saab’s 
quality and safety standards, with the additional benefit of 
a two-year warranty to give you total confidence.

Next time you have work done on your Saab, always 
insist the repairer fits Saab Genuine Parts.

To find your nearest dealer,  
call 0845 300 9593.
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The British car registration number 1 D sold for £352,411.25 at
an auction held by the DVLA on 25 March 2009, reported private
number plates specialist Regtransfers.co.uk. The sale, which took
place at Ardencote Manor Hotel and Country Club, Claverdon,
Warwick was the latest in a regular series of sales organised by the
agency that regulates UK vehicle number plates.

Lot 280, 1 D, was the star attraction at the event. With a
reserve of £20,000 – the highest ever set at a DVLA auction – it
was clear that a good sale price was expected. The £285,000
winning bid does not represent the real full cost to the number’s
new owner, however. With fees and taxes, 1 D’s total cost will be
£352,411.25, a sum that puts it at number two in the table of the
UK’s most expensive private number plates ever.

Another lot attracting significant attention at the three-day
auction is 2 O, the second in the ‘O’ series of numbers that
DVLA is releasing gradually throughout the year. 

The first number in the ‘O’ series, 1 O, sold for a total cost of
£210,242 in January of this year. Some commentators have
speculated that the new owner of 1 O may also show an
interest in 2 O.

A Regtransfers.co.uk spokesman said: “The high end of the
private plates market is still very, very active and evidently people
are still willing to pay whatever they must in order to secure
these very exclusive numbers. These sales are always exciting.”

The contract will see RAC patrols equipped with electronic
data that gives them up-to-date technical information on
every make and model of vehicle. This will be used as a
reference tool, complementing RAC's existing diagnostic
technology and technical knowledge, to resolve problematic
fleet vehicle breakdowns.

Data is regularly updated and can be accessed quickly via the
patrols' on-board laptops, which as well as the Autodata
information, includes towing information, diagnostic assistance
with flowcharts and video, technical bulletins, health and safety
and listings of local repair garages.

In addition, the tool will also be used by RAC’s technical service
team. For example, when a breakdown assistance operator, who
initially takes the call, brings an engineer into a three-way

conference call with the fleet member to fix the vehicle over the
phone, they will be able to refer to information supplied by
Autodata specifically relating to the fleet driver's vehicle.

Frank Flynn, information manager for RAC, said: “RAC will
continue to collect comprehensive information on vehicle
faults and solutions to problematic breakdowns. However, as
cars continue to evolve, patrols and technicians need to be
aware of the new technological advancements and changes
that are introduced.”

“The information that is supplied to RAC by Autodata helps
RAC’s patrols and technical team deliver a quality service.
Information is readily available at their fingertips and keeps
RAC’s patrols and technicians at the forefront when it comes to
technical motoring knowledge.”

RAC Deal With Autodata to 
Drive Improved Repairs

Number Plate 1 D 
Sells for £352,411

The following is a list of the 15 highest
prices ever paid for UK private number plates.

F 1 £440,625 January 2008
1 D £352,411 25 March 2009
M 1 £331,500 June 2006
VIP 1 £285,000 January 2006
GS 1 £258,775 July 2005
51 NGH £254,000 April 2006
1 RH £247,952 November 2008
K1 NGS £231,000 December 1993
1 O £210,242 January 2009
1 OO £197,000 April 2006
1 A £160,000 December 1989
1 HRH £113,815 January 2009
MR51 NGH £101,050 April 2006
3 S £94,035 January 2009
S1 NGH £86,000 November 1998
RU55 ELL £79,314 April 2006

RAC has signed a deal with technical publisher Autodata which will see the award-winning
breakdown company further boost its roadside fix rates.



Stay on the road this summer
with a £35 Safety Check & Top Up from Saab.

Plus FREE Travel Pack.

Saab, helping you and your car keep cool this summer.
When the time comes to plan summer trips and days out, you think 
of everything down to the very last detail and leave nothing to
chance… except possibly the most important factor, your vehicle 
to get you there.

Saab has the answer, a Summer Safety Check & Top Up for just £35.

Trained technicians will check that your car is topped up with vital
fluids to the correct levels including radiator coolant, preventing
overheating, brake fluid and component condition to ensure that 
in the ambient heat and humidity during your journey your car
performs efficiently, and that your wiper blades are in a good 
condition to discard the flies and bugs from your windscreen.

We also include a visual safety inspection of your Saab covering 
wheels, tyres, exhaust, steering and much more, leaving nothing 
to chance.

Plus FREE Travel Pack*

When you come in for a Safety Check & Top Up, 
you will receive a free Travel Pack (worth £24.99). 
This includes a first aid kit, high visibility jacket and 
warning triangle.

What’s covered in the Safety Check?
Lights / Electrics

Mandatory lights (external) �

Horn / wipers / washers �

External / Internal

Brake noise / feel �

Clutch / transmission operation �

Engine noise / smoke �

Glass / mirrors / wiper blades �

Seat belts – security & operation �

Underbonnet

Fluid levels – oil / water / coolant / screen wash �

Fluid leaks – oil / water �

Battery condition / drive belts �

Brakes / Hubs

Brake fluid condition / temperature �

Master cylinder / servo �

Linings – pads / shoes �

Discs / drums �

Hoses / pipes / cables / wheel bearings �

Underside 

Exhaust system / catalyst �

Steering / suspension �

Drive shafts / gaitors �

Oil leaks �

Wheels / Tyres

Nearside front �

Offside front �

Nearside rear �

Offside rear �

Spare �

Tyre pressures (check & adjust accordingly) �

What’s covered in the Top Up?
Coolant (check & adjust accordingly) �

Brake fluid (check & adjust accordingly) �

Screen wash (check & adjust accordingly) �

Engine oil (check & adjust accordingly) �

Top up quantity limited to a maximum of 1/2 litre. 
Additional quantities will be advised and with customer consent charged accordingly.

New Car Sales 01905 794000 Service and Repair 01905 794000
Used Car Sales 01905 793234 Parts and Accessories 01905 793265
Parts E-bay account: droitwichgarageltd
www.droitwichgarage.co.uk

Droitwich Garage Ltd, Kidderminster Road, Droitwich,
Worcestershire WR9 9AY Telephone: 01905 794000
**Please Quote Ref: DW/SOC/05**

Droitwich Garage Ltd

To benefit from this special offer please present this voucher at the above Saab Dealer. This voucher cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Not transferable for cash. Cash value 0.001p. Offer valid only once per customer. Price includes VAT. The Safety Check
& Top Up is a visual vehicle inspection only. Any recommendations made are not legally binding and the vehicle driver remains responsible for the roadworthiness of his/her vehicle, and for any related offence. If you choose not to have any remedial work done, we
may recommend that certain essential work be carried out on the grounds of safety before you drive your vehicle. Checks are subject to availability. *Travel Pack is shown for illustration purposes only. Offer ends 30th September 2009.
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NOTICEBOARD

SAAB CabrioChallenge
Sweden 2009
Saab CabrioChallenge 2009 will take place Saturday 27 June. The starting point is
still a secret but we will end up somewhere in scenic Kolmården. One day of

wonderful driving, assignments and competitions will be
rounded-off with a nice dinner and stay at a

hotel/mansion near Norrköping. On Sunday we will
join the ‘scenery tour’ together with a B-

engine Convertible gathering
in the vicinity of

Norrköping. Two days of
Saab Convertibles,
how about that?

Everyone who
owns or drives a Saab
Convertible is
welcome to

participate. We will
provide decals etc., as well as

financial support. (Last year Saab
Automobile paid for the dinner and a nice gift to attending participants.)

To sign up, send an e-mail with your name, e-mail  address,
phone number and car model as well as the number of
participants per car to Cabriochallenge.se

All monies raised will go to charity, 
this year the funds will go to the 
RAF Museum. 

Admission charges:
Saab Owners Club Members £1 per person
Non-Saab Owners Club Members £1.50 per person
Children under 14 FREE

As always Membership cards must be shown

Saab Club Members have their own 
parking in the spares day area
Trade stands £12.50
Boot sellers £7.50

For more information contact 
Martyn Ashcroft Tel: 01782 878405 (after 3.30pm)
or Chris Boffey Tel: 01270 624659.

Spares Day 2009 at RAF Cosford Museum
Cheshire, North Shropshire and Staffordshire Saab

Sunday, 31 May 2009 at 9.00am



On the occasion of Saab’s rally successes in the first half of the century,
the Saab Club Nederland was founded in 1959. It was the first Saab
Club in the world. Half a century later, with about 2,000 members, it is
an active and accessible club for Saab enthusiasts.
The 50th anniversary celebration will be organised by the Saab Club
Nederland. It will be held during the International Saab Club Meeting
from the 7th – 9th of August 2009 in one of the more picturesque parts
of the Netherlands. The headquarters for this meeting will be
Restaurant IJsselhoeve at the IJsselstrand Camping site in Doesburg,
Gelderland. This quiet rural area situated along the River IJssel, in the
east of the Netherlands, just north of Arnhem, is easy to reach by
motorway from any direction. The site even has a marina. There are
many tourist attractions in the surrounding area: The National Parks,
Veluwezoom and Hoge Veluwe, many interesting cities such as
Apeldoorn, Arnhem, and even Bocholt in Germany, are within close
distance. A little further away is Flevoland, built on reclaimed land, with
even some interesting Saab related facilities which will be included in
the programme. The Festival grounds contain an indoor play ground for
children, and a sandy beach on the IJssel, with boat launching facilities.
In short, a happening for the whole family. The Saab Club Nederland
likes to welcome you and invites you to take part in the International
Saab Club Meeting 2009 – see you in Doesburg. 

For more information and registration visit
www.intSaab2009.com

Preliminary Programme
International Saab Club Meeting 2009

Friday 7th August 2009
Registration opens at noon.
Afternoon: 
• Meet and Greet
• Camp building
• Tours in the area
Evening: 
• Intsaab2009 Kick-off with grill 

/ barbecue buffet
Saturday 8th August 2009
Morning: 
• Breakfast Buffet
All day: 
• Meet and Greet
• Tours in the area
• Lectures on Saab subjects50
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• Visit Test Centre Lelystad, testing 
laboratory for vehicle technology

(http://tcl.rdw.nl/en/engelse_tcl_site/test_facilities/)
• Visit National Aviation Theme Park
Aviodrome at Lelystad
(http://www.aviodrome.nl/english/)
• Beauty contest
Evening: 
• Saab buffet with entertainment and
prize ceremony
Sunday 9th August 2009
Morning: 
• Breakfast Buffet
• Spare parts market / Boot sale
Afternoon: 
• Closing ceremony

Doesburg

7th - 9th August 2009

Swedish Day UK

Sunday
10 May 2009

Haynes International
Motor Museum

www.swedishday.co.uk

South West Saab
Invite you to a 

Family Car Treasure Hunt and 

Children’s Easter Egg Hunt on the 
5 April 2009 starting at 10.00am.

Starting in Yeovil at the Airfield Tavern
and heading for the picnic area at 

Sutton Bingham.
Cars to start arriving at 9.30am

for a 10.00am start

West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab

Annual Day Out 

Saturday 20 June

This year we will be going to the Black
Country Museum. It’s a fun-filled and very
interesting day, you will find an Old 1900’s
school, fairground, old pub with great ale,

the Fried Fish Shop and lots more.
Contact us to add your name to our ever

growing list wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk -
we promise you a great day out!

Peaks & Dales 
2009

Saturday 13 June
starts from Windy Harbour, Glossop

Route and activities TBA 
Includes surprise visit to Blackbrooke
Zoological Park, (largest collection of

rare birds in UK)

Contact Richard Elliott 
for a booking form

Tel: 01457 852944



ROBIN’SREVIEW

What’s happening in the

motor industry?
I was uncertain about what to write about the current Saab
situation as it appears to be constantly changing, what I write
today could be different by next week never mind by the time
you get to read this sometime in May, instead I suggest you
look at this website - www.saabhistory.com – it’s a US-based
site but they do seem to have a lot of up-to-date news, neither
the Club nor myself can verify the accuracy of the information
on this site, it’s up to you what you read and believe.

I have just read an article in Business Car it asks Saab – Should
fleets still buy them? The article goes on to say that Glass’s
Guide claims Saab residuals are so depressed that there is no 

reason for them to fall any further and that they are so low now
they are barely more than Vauxhall’s. You can read the full story
on their website – www.businesscar.co.uk

Although February was a better month for new car sales than
many predicted, it’s still very tough out there and some
manufacturers are moving the problem of unsold stock to
dealer forecourts. Some good news though, the first half of
March was looking better.

GM is under the spotlight, at present the European Union
has requested urgent crisis talks with them. I read a quote
recently stating that the European divisions of General Motors
(GM) could collapse within weeks without a £3 billion bail out
from European governments. GM Chief Financial Officer, Fritz
Henderson, stated that without it they will run into liquidity
problems, this makes the sale of Saab seem a priority.

British-based van manufacturer LDV is reported to be in
similar trouble and looking for support from the Russian parent
company Gaz after the British government allegedly told them
the UK taxpayer cannot be expected to pay for its losses.

Renault has stopped development of a replacement Espace
and are claiming that when production of the current Laguna
ends a replacement will not be produced and that they will stop
producing large cars. Could this be an indication that they will
be producing larger vehicles from another brand – Volvo
perhaps? The Chinese company Geeley Automotive has
appointed advisors to act on their behalf about a possible bid
for the company.

The French government is helping French-owned car
companies. President Sarkozy stated that the deal means that
no French plants will close and all industrial decisions by the
two companies, PSA and Renault, will be examined by the
French government for the next five years. Top executives at
both companies will also have to forgo their bonuses. French
owned factories in other European countries may not get the
same level of support.

Were you aware that Matra offered the Espace concept,
which was the first true European people carrier, to Citroën who
turned it down, I understand they believed the idea would not
catch on, oops.

Honda: Is production going to stop in the UK by 2012 and
move to Turkey? Some industry insiders seem to believe it
may happen.

Does anybody really know what the current situation is? I doubt it, I hear so many different
stories and rumours it’s difficult to know what the truth actually is. I am writing this in late
March so by the time you actually read this it could all be different!
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E-mail: robin@coconnor2002.freeserve.co.uk

Fiat: Was to join forces with PSA, however this is not certain
now as they have done a deal with Chrysler. Fiat will take a 35%
equity share in Chrysler. It seems a brave decision as they are
already in debt to the US Treasury to the tune of $4 billion and
are looking to borrow another $3 billion, Fiat must have a very
large bank balance as there may still be money on the table for
a deal with PSA.

Nissan: Apparently they have been sending dealers lots of
stock, particularly pick ups. If you are in the market for one
negotiate hard as I understand there are huge dealer margins.

Mitsubishi UK: The company will have a new Managing
Director shortly. Jim Tyrrell is taking on a new role as Vice
President, current Sales and Marketing Director, Lance Bradley,
will be filling the hot seat.

Anchor Vans near Reading has come up with a novel way to
sell new and used vans. Proprietor Graham Joyce wants any
experienced salesman to sell vans on an agency basis and earn
£500 per unit, he wants nationwide coverage and expects them
to stop and talk to any van driver they can find in an effort to
sell them a new van – brilliant idea!

It’s sad to report that some Franchise dealers are still not
giving good service despite the lack of new business. Which
magazine recently accused Franchised dealers of giving, poor,
misleading and unclear advice. They claim that mystery shoppers

found 50% of dealers checked gave dubious or vague claims.
Dealers are not following up on customer enquiries. I sent

several e-mails recently enquiring about the cost of servicing
and an exhaust system. Two specialists responded quickly; 
a Saab Service Centre responded in minutes by phone, as for
the others, a well-known Saab/Volvo parts specialist has yet to
respond after two weeks, another Saab dealer in the Gloucester
area acknowledged my e-mail but has never got back to me. I
am surprised that dealers can afford to turn business away in
the current economic climate.

I had an e-mail from a Club Member who wants two classic
Saabs restoring, lucky man. Although one car is in Ireland, he is
willing to bring it to the mainland to have the work carried out
unless there is a suitable restorer over there. If you are up to
the challenge please contact me and I will pass your details on
to him.

Dealer Liaison update: To date I have not received anything
from a Dealer or a specialist. If you are reading this Kay Scott from
KJS Advertising will be contacting you with some great offers.

Finally, what do you think of these reviews, do you like them
or hate them, is there a particular part of the industry you
would like me to look at? I welcome all your comments, whether
you are a Club Member or a Saab Dealer or specialist you can
contact me on robin@coconnor2002.freeserve.co.uk

Reading Saab is holding a  

Spring clearout of all their 

parts and accessory stock! 

Many bargains to be had.

Call the Parts Hotline

0118 925 1425

move your mindTM

Spring Stock Clearout

Reading Saab
26 Portman Road, Reading RG30 1EA    
www.readingsaab.co.uk
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After about 15 years of Saab ownership, I have finally joined
the SOC, and hope to meet some new friends at future
events and gatherings. In the meantime I thought I might
briefly share some of my car experiences, particularly about
Saabs, with Members.

I am what is known as a ‘petrol head’, armed with basic DIY
skills. My best man commented at my wedding (err 20ish years
ago) – that he hoped I wouldn’t change my wife as often as I do
my cars (probably would be too expensive anyway – sorry love,
only joking).

After the usual Minis and Fiestas, I moved onto Triumph
Dolomite Sprints (related to Saabs with the slant 4 engine). 
Very quick for their era with 127bhp, the first mass production
16-valve cylinder head engines, with a four-speed gearbox and
overdrive on third and fourth gear, which was brilliant for
overtaking. Three or four Sprints later I moved out of my
parents’ house and was told by my mum to remove all the
spare parts, including engines, gearboxes, axles and body
panels etc., out of the garage and sheds. I had to sell it all, and
this also led to selling my then current Sprint to get something
‘more sensible and reliable’. The Sprint did break down on my
first date out with my girlfriend (now my wife) on a day trip to
the East coast from West Yorkshire, with the all too common
water pump failure leading to a warped aluminium cylinder head
and a £600.00 repair bill (ouch). We ended up on a tow truck
home (what a day out) why did she stay with me!

Anyway I digress, as memories come flooding back. Boring
company cars and vans followed for a few years whilst I came to
grips with mortgages and household bills – then Ford RS
Cosworths. I have owned four different Cosworths – an original
three-door Sierra in white with the big whale tail spoiler, a
gorgeous looking car (probably still my favourite all-time dream
car), but certainly not a day-to-day car for going to work – with
my tuned 270bhp example, and all power going to the back
wheels, wheel spin and back end sliding was all too easy – very
unsafe on busy roads, and in the wet virtually undriveable, so I
moved onto the Sierra Sapphire 4x4 RS Cosworths, owning
different versions in white, blue and grey. Again reliability was
always an issue and trips to the garage accounted for 50% of my
mileage. I had great fun in them, went to various RS shows, got
admiring views and many questions about: how fast? top speed?
what would it beat? I still miss them and hanker after another.

In a funny sort of way it was due to Cosworth ownership that
I was tempted to Saabs – I wanted Turbo power but also
reliability – so welcome to a GM900 2.0 FPT (185bhp) as a day-
to-day car whilst my Cosworth kept nice and dry in a heated
garage, later to be sold due to very little use.

To just jump back in time a little bit, I think the seed for Saab

IN A FUNNY SORT OF WAY IT WAS
DUE TO COSWORTH OWNERSHIP
THAT I WAS TEMPTED TO SAABS 

- I WANTED TURBO POWER BUT 
ALSO RELIABILITY
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Send your Postbag contributions to:
The Editor, Dave Garnett, Gorsey Field House, Birtle, Bury BL9 6UD

E-mail: editor@saabclub.co.uk 

Don’t forget, Saab ‘Driver’ is your magazine and we always
welcome submissions from you, the Members.

If you’ve got a report, a review, a technical article, 
a travel piece or perhaps just a brief letter, send them to us

with any relevant photos at the highest resolution your
camera will allow. 

The Editor, Dave Garnett, 
Gorsey Field House, Birtle, Bury BL9 6UD. 

editor@saabclub.co.uk

Anyone in the business of selling goods or services related to the motor car,
as a general rule, can advertise in the ‘Driver’. 

If Members can recommend a service or would like to suggest someone to
our Sales Executive we would be most grateful, the more revenue the Club

can bring in, the more money we can spend on the Club.
Your Sales Executive is:

Kay Scott  Tel: 01943 461679
e-mail: kjsadvertising@btinternet.com

Display AdvertisingWe Need Your News!

ownership had been planted in my head at the tender age of 17
(in 1983).

Whilst at my brother’s wedding evening reception – I was
bored, no girlfriend – too busy with cars, and I didn’t drink as I
loved driving too much. Well a family friend, who was at the
reception, had just bought a Saab 99 Turbo and offered me a
ride – well we left the party, and doing 100mph+ in very little
time and stopping even quicker (all on a private road). I think I
must have decided there and then that I must have turbo power
and Saabs.

Whilst now back in the late 1990s the GM900 stayed with me
for three years (longer than any car I had ever had) from 125,000
miles to 155,000 miles – I changed the suspension and bushes
to make it handle better, mainly to enable me to keep my bum
on the slippy leather driver’s seat as it wallowed round corners
and roundabouts. Three years of general servicing was the only
other expense, it did have a couple of niggles when I sold it, gear
stick jumping out of reverse gear and no air-con, but I came
from a car era when these things were seen as the car’s
individual character and to be expected and lived with.

The Saab bug had bitten. I wanted more of the same and
more power, move over GM900, welcome a shiny Lightning Blue
9-3, three-door Viggen. Two hundred and thirty horses tugging
at the front wheels trying to get over the kerb and into the field,
as it under-steered and scrabbled its way down our bumpy and
uneven roads trying to find a smooth patch of tarmac to grip. I
loved the car, the colour was amazing, the shape reminded me
of a three-door Cosworth (remember – my dream car) although
the power was way too much for the suspension to handle, but
once moving through the gears they are immense. I was never
going to sell it! – but redundancy in 2004, leading to a three-
year full-time degree course at University, as a mature student,
meant a Viggen was a luxury I couldn’t afford. It took a while to
sell and I lost a bit too much money on it, but it went, and I was
not only Saab-less, but totally car-less.

Three years in the car wilderness – driving a new Ford KA
mainly (which is surprisingly a very good car – very nippy,
reliable and comfy enough for daily commutes) with a 2000
Saab 9-3 Aero thrown in for six months of longer commute to a
work experience. I splashed out and bought a BSR ECU stage
upgrade for this car – which to be honest was a waste of money
– it in no way improved power from 205bhp to the claimed
240/245bhp.

To the end of my degree I couldn’t wait any longer, and
splashed out on a highly tuned 9-3 Viggen with a claimed
280+bhp, again Lightning Blue three-door, but the finances
hadn’t recovered enough, and with a house downsize and
period of unemployment, even as a now NHS-qualified,
chartered professional, this Viggen also went, to shore up the
bank balance.

Right I must wait, I thought, until I secure a reliable and
safe job and get some money back in the bank. I did, and
what did I do – I went and bought another Lightning Blue
three door Viggen.

Will I ever learn? This one was one owner, 42,000 miles and
virtually mint, with the obligatory full Saab service history. This
one is for keeps I thought, then shortly after I drove a 300bhp
Ford ST Focus, and the love for the Viggen’s power had gone.
As much as I adore the looks of the Viggen (especially the
three-door in Lightning Blue, you have probably already
gathered that), the power was eclipsed by the Focus ST and I
bought it. I kept the Viggen another six months, but although I
enjoyed cleaning it, admiring it and tootling about in it, I had
lost the enthusiasm for its raw power, and it felt slow and
unrefined when compared to the Focus – so I have sold it, and
doubt that I will ever buy another.

I would love to have one in my dream garage when my
numbers come up on the lottery, next to a three-door Ford
Sierra Cosworth, but like most folks, I cannot justify having a
car sitting in a garage doing nothing.

Well that is where I am at the moment – a lovely 300bhp Ford
Focus ST500 in Black – but I couldn’t do without my fix of
Saabs, and I also need a four-door car for family etc. So I have
bought my first Saab 9-5, a 2001 2.3 in Midnight Blue, I think,
with 107,000 miles and full Saab service history, mainly as a
winter runabout to keep the salt off the Focus ST, but also to
try 9-5s, and I think I am hooked, so will hopefully be looking
for a 2004 onwards 9-5 Aero in the summer, unless I keep this
9-5, as it has cloth seats (for me a pre-requisite in winter), and
having cleaned the engine bay and having done a test polish on
the bodywork, I think it will look a lovely standard car when the
weather allows me to polish it up properly, and I am enjoying
that old car experience again, although this one has currently
no annoying characteristics!

I hope you like the pictures.
David Clay
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I am looking out on a warm sunny, almost summer day in the
middle of March and wondering when you read this news,
whether we shall still be enjoying some worthwhile weather.

One of the real joys of running the Saab Shop, as Roger and
Rosemary said when I first became interested in becoming the
Shopkeeper, has been meeting and/or contact with so many
Club Members, both from this country and abroad.

Once having placed your orders, several of you have kept in
touch, giving me interesting details of your family and your
Saabs. I have either e-mail and/or telephone contacts from
Aberdeen, Harrogate, Cheshire, Devon, Somerset, Sussex and
Hampshire to name but a few. The latest contact is Swedish and
recently, after purchasing goods from the shop, he sent me a
copy of Bakrutan the magazine of Svenska Saabklubben. I can’t

understand Swedish, but some of it can be guessed. It is full of
lovely pictures of Saabs, mostly in black and white and a very
high average of the Sonnet, 95, 96 and 99 , an interesting Saab
pick-up truck and a Toppola. Their shop, however, has very little
to offer – only five different items were advertised. I also
noticed there were no adverts to help the magazine along. All in
all our Driver is vastly superior. However, it did stir my interest in
a visit to Sweden. Members of the Club who I have met, all
seemed to enjoy their trips and liked the country and its
people.

All for this time and thanks to those of you who have sent
Saab pictures for my album – please keep these coming. Hope
to see and hear from some of you as the year progresses.

Best wishes, Molly
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Phone: 01780 720541 
Fax: 01780 729066 

E-mail: shop@saabclub.co.uk 
Molly Kenchington (Shopkeeper) 32 Kelthorpe Close, Ketton, Stamford, Lincs. PE9 3RS

For Credit Card Payment please complete the following:

Cardholder’s Name:

Card Number

Date of issue:                   Date of Expiry: Signature:

For correspondence please include a SAE – Include your Membership No with all orders – Cheque/PO payable to SAAB OWNERS CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN Ltd 

SOC Branded Goods – prices as shown

Car Mats (to order) (12) £38.50

Grille badges (22) £14.50

Windscreen Stickers (21) £1.00

Tax Disc Holder (22) £1.00

Red/Gold Pen (50) £2.50

Pearl/Siver/Black Pen (54) £2.50

Ballpoint Pen (52) £0.30

Blue/Gold Pen (53) £2.50

Mugs (‘Driver’) (41) £5.00

Mugs (SOC) (42) £5.00

Calculators (54) £3.50

‘Driver’ Binder (62) £6.50

Saab DVD (878) £17.50

Saab Umbrellas (SOC) (879) £14.50

Lapel Badges – all at NO62 £2.50

SOC (101)

Saab Scania enamel (102)

Saab Scania resin (103)

Saab – green (105)

SOC Cloth Badge 3” dia (191)

Saab Lapel Badge (109)

Car-shaped Lapel Badges – all at £2.50

95 in blue, green, 

red, orange (120)

Car-shaped Lapel Badges – all at £2.50

96 V4 in green, red, 

orange, white (130)

99 in blue, red, 

white, black (140)

900 in white, 

green, red, silver (150)

Key Fobs – all at £3.00

SOC (201)

Saab plain black enamel on

chrome, black leather (206)

Car-shaped Fobs – all at £3.00

For 95, 96V4, 99 and 900 in various colours

Clothing

All T-shirts and polo shirts have either the Club logo

or Saab ‘Driver’ logo – please ask.

T-Shirt (S, M, L, XL) (400) all at £13.00

Polo Shirt (S, M, L, XL) (500) all at £17.00

White/Navy Polo Shirts all at £17.00

ladies’, (546) (14) (547) (16)

men’s, (548) (M, L, XL)

Sweatshirts (S, M, L, XL) (700) all at £18.00

Silk Ties in navy, maroon (663) £10.80

Silk Ties Saab 96 in green (662) £6.80

Tie New Design (684) £12.00

Bow Tie (685) £8.00

Scarves in red, sky blue, 

mid-blue (670) £9.60

Ladies’ Scarves (671) £16.00

Men’s Scarves (672) £15.00

Emergency overalls (81) £6.50

Safety vests (M, L, XL) (875) £7.00

Baseball caps (Black & Navy) (791/2) £9.50

Saab Models £7.50 + £12.50

Description Order Code PriceDescription Order Code Price Description Order Code Price

Your suggestions are invited
for items you would like to 

buy from your shop

Purchase online by secure catalogue at www.saabclub.co.uk CHEQUES PAYABLE TO SAAB OWNERS CLUB OF GB Ltd_____             

Postage and Packaging: Items £5.00 and under 75p – Items over £5.00 £2.50

Please use a separate piece of paper if you don’t wish to spoil your ‘Driver’ – remember to incorporate all relevant information.

Code Description Colour Size Model Year Quantity Price

Name: SOC No:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel: Date:
Please state method of payment (delete as applicable): Cheque/Visa/Mastercard/ Eurocard/Postal Order/Sterling Travellers Cheques. Please do

not staple cheques to order form. Due to bank charges we are unable to accept credit card payments for less than £10.00.

Cardholder’s Billing address inc Postcode

Delivery address if different from above

Total Cost £
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CARCLINIC
For CAR CLINIC letters send a SAE for individual replies to:

Richard Elliott, ‘The Quorls’. 9 Wheatcroft, Hadfield. Glossop SK13 2EN
Telephone: 01457 852944   E-mail: technical@saabclub.co.uk

9-5 needs firing up
Just a line to say thanks for your advice on my nephew’s gear
change problem on his 9-3. The lubrication you recommended
seems to have worked and he is very happy. A friend has a
problem with his 2.2 TID 9-5 which you may be able to help, and
it may also be of interest to the readers of the ‘Driver’. The
problem is that unless the engine is fired up every two days it
will not start. When after several attempts it does start clouds of
blue smoke come from the exhaust. It has had two drain pipes
fitted by APL to try to cure the problem, and they say the next
step will be a £300 job. The engine turns over strongly but will
not fire, but when it does start it runs like a bird. If fired up every
day there is no problem. I can not believe that this is an isolated
fault and hope you can shed some light on it.

Jim Power

Starting problem on 2.2 Diesel is often caused by a minute air leak
on the injector bleed hoses, it is best to replace all these hoses as they
perish, in rare cases it can also be injector seals which will be the
£300 job as it will need removal of camshafts and injectors.
It could also be a leak anywhere on the fuel line including the filter,
usually if parking the car facing uphill is avoided there is no problem
starting.

Stainless Exhaust
The exhaust on my 9000 CS full Turbo (with cat) 1994 is blowing,
and I am thinking of one of the Club scheme stainless ones to
replace it.

Have you any feedback, good or bad, on whether this is a
good idea for this car. I want to keep it standard (nice and quiet).
It’s quite fast enough already! Is there a good quality product?

John Hill

I think the quality is OK and it has a lifetime guarantee, I have had no
complaints, but there may be slightly more noise from a stainless system.

Nearside ‘clonking’
I have a Saab 9-5 2.2 TID, 54 plate.

Everytime I break there is a clonking noise from the nearside
rear. Have replaced back pads and retaining springs, emptied
the boot to eliminate anything loose in there. Still getting the
noise, have also had all bushes checked by MOT tester. Still
nothing – any clues as to what to look for?

Phill Hemming

Could be something loose on exhaust, as this runs down nsr, could be a
hanger loose/missing, possible incorrect pads fitted or calliper is loose etc.

9000 Gear lever
The gear lever on my 1996 9000 Aero has gone a bit sloppy, and
now nearly hits the passenger seat when I go into first gear. The
problem just seems to be in the gear-lever, as the gear change is
still OK.

Richard Sutherland-Smith

Remove the gaiter and inspect the housing and lever retaining ring,
may  need clipping back in, the other problem area can be the
universal coupling between the transmission and gearshift rod.

9000 wipers and sidelights
Got a couple of problems with my 1998 9000 and wondered if
you’d got any ideas.

The windscreen wipers work fine most of the time but from
time to time they won’t turn off. When they are on intermittent,
then suddenly go to normal speed and when you return the
switch to off they stay on. If you move the switch to any other
position and back, including screen wash, they still won’t turn
off when returned to the off position. The only way you can turn
them off is by either switching the ignition off or pulling the fuse.
However, when you put the fuse back in or turn the ignition on
again they start moving again. The only sure 
fire way to turn them off is to leave the ignition off for a 
couple of hours.

A while ago I noticed the LH rear sidelight was out. I thought it
was the bulb so went to replace it but it was not out. I replaced
all the rear lights anyway, including the indicator bulbs. I then
checked the fuse and it was blown. I changed the fuse and it was
working again. By the time I got home (10 miles) the pictogram
on the dash was showing the bulb had blown again. I changed
the fuse and it was fine again. After about a week the fuse blew
again and so I replaced it again. The fuse now blows every time
you replace it, as soon as the ignition is on. I’ve checked all the
bulbs and the bulb holders but there is nothing wrong. I’ve even
tried a new bulb holder. What and where should I check next?

Toby

Fault with wipers is caused by a faulty h/lamp wiper motor, probably
the diode which prevents current flowing back into the wiper circuit if
the h/lamp wiper motor is not in the parked position. You can either
disconnect the faulty motor or relace it.

With regard to the lights there must be a short on the lighting
circuit, needs inspecting carefully, look at the headlamps and any
wiring associated with the side lights including the tow bar if one is
or has been fitted.

TECHNICAL TIP
Faulty electric mirrors on 9-3 and 9-5
You have an easy fix here, the switch contacts become
contaminated and if cleaned this usually restores normal
operation. Carefully remove the switch, dismantle by
prising apart, be careful not to lose any parts, clean the
circuit board where it contacts the rubber contact block
and reassemble. Switch should now function perfectly.
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I rang Steve at Winsford body shop as he had to do the slot in
the roof at the back again. I was told to bring it down any time,
so I took it straight away and left it for them to do in plenty of
time for me to pick it up before 13 November.

Time was getting on and 13 November was only two weeks
away, so rang the body shop and asked Steve if it would be
ready. He told me to stop flapping and it would be ready for
Monday. On Monday dinner Steve rang to say the car was ready
to pick up, I said that I would be down in the week but when I
looked outside, I saw that the weather was fine, so I booked the
afternoon off to pick up Project 95. When I got back home there
were a couple of jobs to do. There were two new wind
deflectors to put in the doors which I had made and the
chrome trim that goes on the edge of the roof spoiler. On the
Saturday before the NEC Project 95 had a good wash and
polish and then put back in my garage where I put on a new set
of boots and the hub caps.

Thursday, and time to take Project 95 to the NEC for its first
showing since it had taken me five years to restore it. 9.30am I
went to pick up the trailer that was kindly lent to me but by this
time it was raining. When I got home I covered the front of the
95 with a bin bag so as not to get it covered in spray from the
towing car. All loaded up and off I went. When I got to the NEC

and to the right hall I washed the 95 off (in fact it was not that
bad) and then into the hall where I gave the 95 another polish
and then put it in place for the following days. I had a great
three days and looking at the response of the public, they
enjoyed seeing the 95.

At the end of the show I drove the 95 back to the car park
where the trailer was waiting for the return trip home but there
seemed to be a problem with it ticking over – it kept cutting out
when I came to a junction. Anyway with the 95 loaded up on
the trailer I then got in the queue to get off the car park but for
some reason nothing was moving. One hour later I finally got
off the car park and made my way home. The next day I started
the 95 up and it ran alright until I pushed in the choke and it
cut out again. I restarted it but it would not run unless I gave it
some throttle so I left it. Over the Christmas holidays I had a
look at the carb, where on further investigation, I took out the
idle jet and there was a small piece of grit blocking the hole up,
yet I had two inline filters on. I started it up again, it ran OK for
half an hour. I have not had any time to give the 95 a good test
drive yet because it is buried in the garage as I am having a new
garage built on the side of the house. Hopefully by the time you
have read this I will have had the 95 at a few shows.

Chris & Becky Boffey

...if you read the January/February issue of ‘Driver’ (you shall go to the
show) the next few paragraphs might sound familiar.

PROJECT 95
CONTINUED! 

THE STORY OF



MAY 2009
Tuesday 5th
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
Club Night at the Stonebridge
Pub. The junction A45/A452 just
1 mile from Birmingham Airport.
Meeting starts at 7.30pm. For
more info contact us at
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 6th
South West Saab
The Airfield Tavern, 
Alvington Lane, Yeovil. 
See our website:
www.southwestsaab.co.uk

Thursday 7th
East Anglia Saab
The Chequers Inn, Low Road,
Bressingham at 6.30pm
sootysaab@aol.com

Sunday 10th
Swedish Day 2009
The second of our Annual 
Events at Haynes Museum. 
See website or follow the link
www.swedishday.co.uk - see
Noticeboard on page 15 for more
details.

West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
Sandwell Classic Show
Sandwell Country Park, West
Bromwich.

Monday 11th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40 5TE.
We meet every second Monday of
the month from about 7.30pm.
New Members welcome. For more
details please contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 13th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Saturday 16th
NEW GROUP
Beds, Herts & Bucks Saab
Inaugural Meeting from 12.00
The Green Man, Eversholt, MK17
9DU. The Green Man is a
wonderful pub, situated in the
historic and picturesque village of
Eversholt on the borders of the
Duke of Bedford’s Woburn Estate.
Situated within easy reach of the
M1 (Junction 13), it is accessible
for all Members in Beds, Herts &
Bucks.
Food will be provided and the pub
offers a great selection of beers
and ales in fabulous surroundings.
So, come along and join us and
bring the family to enjoy the
sights of Woburn Village and the
Safari Park nearby!
Please contact: Christian Sawers
on 01525 402749 or
christian.sawers@googlemail.com
– to register your interest or for
more information. We look
forward to welcoming you.

Sunday 17th
Durham Saab
Darlington Railway Museum.
Time TBC. Contact Secretary.

Saturday 23th-25th
Lancashire Saab
will be attending the Chipping
Steam Fair. A great weekend
away, a lot of us will be camping/
caravanning so why not join us at
Green Lane Show Ground,
Chipping, Preston, Lancs.
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Sunday 24th
The Trojan Owners Club 
is interested in bringing together
informally and at little cost all
Two-Stroke vehicles on 24 May
2009 at Gaydon Heritage
Museum south of Coventry.
Contact: Carl Tantum, Chairman
TOC ctantum@aol.com

South Yorkshire Saab
Car Show at Thornton Dale.
Day Visit.
E: member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Tuesday 26th
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see  www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

Sunday 31st
Cheshire, North Shropshire
and Staffordshire Saab
Spares Day 2009 at RAF Cosford
Museum. All monies raised will
go to the RAF Museum. See
noticeboard on page 14 for more
details.

TBA
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
will be putting on a Rolling Road
Day, this will take place at
Chipped UK Bromsgrove Worcs.
£TBA please contact us for times
and location
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

JUNE 2009
Tuesday, 2nd
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
Club Night at the Stonebridge
Pub. The junction A45/A452 just
1 mile from Birmingham Airport.
Meeting starts at 7.30pm.
For more information contact us
at wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 3rd
South West Saab
The Airfield Tavern, Alvington
Lane, Yeovil. For more details see
our website:
www.southwestsaab.co.uk

Thursday 4th
East Anglia Saab
The Chequers Inn, Low Road,
Bressingham at 6.30pm.
E-mail sootysaab@aol.com

Monday 8th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40 5TE.
We meet every second Monday of
the month from about 7.30pm.
New Members welcome. For more
details please contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 10th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Saturday 13th
North West Saab
The Peaks and Dales 2009 starts
from Windy Harbour, Glossop.
See Noticeboard on page 15 for
more details.

Saturday 20th
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
invites you to join us for our
Annual Day out. This year we will
be going to the Black Country
Museum. It’s a fun-filled and very
interesting day, you will find an
Old 1900’s school, fairground, old
pub with great ale, the Fried Fish
Shop and lots more.
Contact us to add your name to
our ever growing list
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk - we
promise you a great day out!

Sunday 21st
West Midlands and Cheshire
Saab
Trentham Gardens, Stoke-on-
Trent. Please contact either
Group if you would like to
include your car on the stand
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Tuesday 23rd
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

Friday 26th-28th
Cumbria Saab
The 13th Lakeland Gathering
2009. Camping and Spares
Weekend at Cockermouth Rugby
Club. Come and enjoy all the
attractions of the Lake District in
the good company of fellow Saab
enthusiasts. See noticeboard on
page 36 for full details.

Saturday 27th
South Yorkshire Saab
Group BBQ at Wadworth - 3.00pm.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

JULY 2009
Wednesday 1st
South West Saab
The Airfield Tavern, Alvington
Lane, Yeovil. See our website:
www.southwestsaab.co.uk

Thursday 2nd
East Anglia Saab
The Chequers Inn, Low Road,
Bressingham at 6.30pm.
sootysaab@aol.com

Sunday 5th
Durham Saab
Picnic/Brass Band Festival, DLI
Museum. Time TBC. Contact
Secretary.

South West Saab
Cabriolet Challenge to
Stourhead, see noticeboard on
page 37 for more details or visit
our website for more details –
www.southwestsaab.co.uk

Tuesday 7th
West Midlands and 
Warwickshire Saab
Club Night at the Stonebridge
Pub. The junction A45/A452 just 1
mile from Birmingham Airport.
Meeting starts at 7.30pm. For
more info contact us at
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Wednesday 8th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Monday 13th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40 5TE.
We meet every second Monday of
the month from about 7.30pm.
New Members welcome. For more
details please contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Saturday 25th
NATIONAL 2009
STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
RACECOURSE
Full details on pages 32-34.

South Yorkshire Saab
Day Visit for SOC to National at
Stratford.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Tuesday 28th
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see  www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

TBA
Cheshire Saab and West
Midlands Saab
Joint visit to Cars in the Park,
Lichfield Staffordshire. You are
most welcome to join us.

TBA
Durham Saab
Return visit to Otterburn Ranges
Date and Time TBC in liaison
with the Army. Contact Secretary.

AUGUST 2009
Tuesday 4th
West Midlands and 
Warwickshire Saab
Club Night at the Stonebridge
Pub. The junction A45/A452 just 
1 mile from Birmingham Airport.
Meeting starts at 7.30pm. For
more info contact us at
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

WHAT’SON
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Thursday 6th
East Anglia Saab
The Chequers Inn, Low Road,
Bressingham at 6.30pm.
sootysaab@aol.com

August 7th-9th
International Event
International Club Meeting to be
held at Doesburg, Eastern
Holland - information on
www.intsaab.com - See
Noticeboard page 15.

Monday 10th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40
5TE. We meet every second
Monday of the month from
about 7.30pm. New Members
welcome. For more details please
contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Tuesday 11th
Ebor Saab
Branch meeting contact Karl
Moxon for more details
38mox@38mox.karoo.co.uk

Wednesday 12th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Thursday 13th-16th
Copper Mountain Resort,
Colorado
‘Saabs Run the Rockies’ – five-
day road rally, touring four
National Parks. see noticeboard
on page 37 for more details or
email
terry@milehibodyshop.com 

Saturday 15th or 22nd 
Ebor Saab
Chinese meal in York (Keith and
Jeanette McGrath) this will be a
great evening out and you are
welcome to join us. Please
contact Karl Moxon for more
details
38mox@38mox.karoo.co.uk

Saturday 22nd
South Yorkshire Saab
Cheese & Wine at Finningley -
6.00pm.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Tuesday 25th
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

TBA
Durham Saab
BBQ. Venue, Date and Time TBC
Contact Secretary.

SEPTEMBER 2009
Tuesday 1st
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
Club Night at the Stonebridge
Pub. The junction A45/A452 just

1 mile from Birmingham Airport.
Meeting starts at 7.30pm. For
more info contact us at
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Thursday 3rd
East Anglia Saab
The Chequers Inn, Low Road,
Bressingham at 6.30pm.
sootysaab@aol.com

Wednesday 9th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Monday 14th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40 5TE.
We meet every second Monday of
the month from about 7.30pm.
New Members welcome. For more
details please contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Sunday 20th
Ebor Saab
Treasure Hunt (Chris and Janet
Greenwood)

Tuesday 22nd
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

Saturday, 26th
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab Group
Sonett Gathering and all other
Saab models and air display at
The Shuttleworth Collection, Old
Warden near Bedford. Gates
open 9.30am – flying from
4.00pm. For more details contact
Stuart Payne – details on 90/99
Register page and see
noticeboard on page 37.

Sunday 27th
Ebor Saab
Club stand at York Historic
Vehicles. Please contact Karl
Moxon for more details
38mox@38mox.karoo.co.uk

Wednesday 30th
South Yorkshire Saab
Natter ‘n’ Noggin at the
Clubhouse from 8.00pm.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

OCTOBER 2009
Thursday 1st
East Anglia Saab
The Chequers Inn, Low Road,
Bressingham at 6.30pm
sootysaab@aol.com

Tuesday 6th
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
Club Night at the Stonebridge
Pub. The junction A45/A452 just
1 mile from Birmingham Airport.
Meeting starts at 7.30pm. For
more info contact us at
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Monday 12th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40 5TE.
We meet every second Monday of
the month from about 7.30pm.
New Members welcome. For more
details please contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 14th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Ebor Saab
Group AGM venue to be
confirmed

Saturday 24th
South Yorkshire Saab
Group visit to Gaydon in
Warwickshire.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Tuesday 27th
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

Late
Ebor Saab
West Yorkshire Run (Bob Turnbull
and Richard Allen).

NOVEMBER 2009
Tuesday 3rd
West Midlands and
Warwickshire Saab
Club Night at the Stonebridge
Pub. The junction A45/A452 just
1 mile from Birmingham Airport.
Meeting starts at 7.30pm. For
more info contact us at
wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk

Thursday 5th
East Anglia Saab
The Chequers Inn, Low Road,
Bressingham at 6.30pm.
sootysaab@aol.com

Sunday 8th
Durham Saab
AGM and Planning Meeting.
Venue and Time TBC. Contact
Secretary.

Monday 9th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40 5TE.
We meet every second Monday of
the month from about 7.30pm.
New Members welcome. For more
details please contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 11th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Ebor Saab
Extra Group meeting: Guest
speaker. Venue to be confirmed.
Please contact us closer to the
date.

Friday 13th-15th
NEC Classic
SOC GB will have a stand, the
theme will be Saab Performance,
ranging from the 96, 99T, Viggen,
900 and 9000 range, hope to see
you on the stand.

Ebor Saab
Group trip to NEC Classic Car
Show. SOC will have a stand and
the day is generally very
entertaining. Contact us to
confirm which day our Group will
be attending.

Saturday 14th
South Yorkshire Saab
‘Drinks Round the Pond’ at
Dunsville from 6.00pm.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Tuesday 24th
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

DECEMBER 2009
Wednesday 9th
East Sussex Saab
Meeting at The Cricketers Arms,
Berwick Village, East Sussex.
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

Ebor Saab
Group meeting. Please contact
Karl Moxon for more details
38mox@38mox.karoo.co.uk

Monday 14th
Lancashire Saab
Ring ‘O’ Bells Pub, Ring ‘O’ Bells
Lane, Lathom, Ormskirk, L40 5TE.
We meet every second Monday of
the month from about 7.30pm.
New Members welcome. For more
details please contact
www.lancashiresaabowners.co.uk

Wednesday 16th
South Yorkshire Saab
Christmas Party at the Clubhouse
from 8.00pm.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

Tuesday 22nd
North West Saab
meeting at a location in
Manchester, see www.saab-
nw.co.uk for more details or ring
Richard Elliott 01457 867878 or
John Newby 0161 929 9155

JANUARY 2010
Wednesday 27th
South Yorkshire Saab
AGM at the Clubhouse - 8.00pm.
member@saabinn.fsnet.co.uk

MARCH 2010
Friday 19th-21st
Scottish Weekend
The Royal Hotel, Stirling. See
noticeboard on page 36 for more
details.

Ellie wants your dates!
The Rolling Diary is proving hugely popular with Members, so please do support any activities in your area.
Please fax any events to Ellie Wilson on 01527 403596 or e-mail: elli.wilson@virgin.net giving dates, times,
locations and a contact name, number and e-mail plus, if required, a few words about the event. The
deadline for for ‘WHAT’S ON’ ONLY in the July 2009 issue is 22nd May 2009.
PLEASE QUOTE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER ON ALL CORRESPONDENCE
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Welcome to another ‘Around the UK’.
Firstly, where has nearly six months of 2009 already gone? It
seems like only yesterday we were frolicking in the snow! – and
the country, well at least the South of England suffered, with
very poor travelling conditions, and ironically here I am in the
middle of March enjoying brilliant sunshine as much of us
have done for the last two weeks. I got caught out once or
twice trying to get to work during the snow, unfortunately I did
not get to enjoy the Saab in snow experience as my car was
laid up for winter. Saying that, here we are in May 2009 –
what’s the weather like now? Well during the winter my 900 has
suffered some sort of water leak, as there was a nice blue
water stain on the garage floor just around the engine bay. Oh
happy days, and joys of driving a 20+-year-old car… but
loving every minute of it! Yet the old 96 which has nearly 40
years of motoring has yet to fail me

Saab Sonnet Owner
I have had an e-mail from Paul Wignall, with a very unusual but
very kind request. He met the current owner of his old beloved
Sonnet some time last year, and by sheer luck the original
engine and gearbox have been located for this car, but
unfortunately Paul cannot remember the name of the person
he met at the NEC Classic Show, who currently owns this car,
but the Sonnet was Yellow… the e-mail read as:

‘I met the current owner of my Saab Sonnet at the NEC
Show in November – is it you? This is the Yellow Rally car and
is a Mk2 I am sure you know it, I sold it to Andrew Street. The
reason I would like to contact him is that my good friend in
Sweden has the original engine and gearbox that started life in
the yellow car and it would be good to reunite the two or at
least have them in the same ownership. Can you ring me on
01969 623585 or e-mail me the current owner’s contact
details – pwignall145@btinternet.com’

‘I must extend a warm thanks to all who contacted me with
reference to the last edition. I am glad it all made pleasing
reading, I too enjoyed the last Driver’. I must extend the thanks
I received to all the Registrars and everyone else who adds to
the Driver magazine, not forgetting the MYPEC team. We all do
our best to make the magazine as interesting as possible, but
it can be made even better, please send us your stories or
information on your events, or even info on your car, old and
new variants are welcome.

New Group for Beds, Herts and Bucks!
Following my plea in the last magazine for someone to step
forward or even volunteer to start up a SOC Group in the
Beds, Herts & Bucks area, I am most pleased to announce that
Christian Sawyers has come forward, and after a lot of e-mails
flying back and forth between us, a venue and a date has now
been set. The inaugural meet will be on Saturday, 13 June
starting at 12 midday. This date has been specifically chosen
as it’s a weekend, and we hope Members may be more
available to join us and other Members. The request for a
Group in this area has been desperate for a long time, and in
the past I have had a great deal of e-mails from Members

Contacts
THIS LIST REPLACES ALL OTHERS

BEDFORDSHIRE,
HERTFORDSHIRE &
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE SAAB
Christian Sawers
Tel: 01525 402749 
E: christian.sawers@
googlemail.com

CHESHIRE, NORTH
SHROPSHIRE &
STAFFORDSHIRE SAAB
Chris Boffey
66 Brereton Drive
Nantwich, Cheshire, CW5 6HF
Tel: 01270 624659
E: sc.s.branch@ntlworld.com
www.2csaabbranch.org

CUMBRIA SAAB
Robert Morley
44 Brierydale Lane
Stairburn
Workington
Cumbria
Tel: 01900 679 26

DALE SAAB
Richard Unsworth
Blue Slates Cottage
6-8 Quarry Lane
Tandem
Huddersfield, HD5 0AP

DUMFRIES, GALLOWAY &
BORDERS SAAB
Gerald Chamberlain
113 Bergh Road
Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 7NB
Tel: 01228 537 838

DURHAM SAAB
John Wood
Dunvegan
58 Thorndale
Belmont, Durham, DH12AH
Tel: 0191 384 2461
E: soc.jwood@btopenworld.com

EAST ANGLIA SAAB
Rachel Hillier
Linnaeus
Norwich Road
Scole, DISS
Norfolk, IP21 4DY
Tel: 01379 740 158
E: sootysaab@aol.com

EAST MIDLANDS SAAB
Peter Briggs
15 Brickenell Road
Calverton
Nottingham, NG14 6PL
Tel: 0115 845 7283
www.eastmidlandssaab.co.uk
E: peter@eastmidlandssaab.co.uk

EAST SUSSEX SAAB
Toby Field
78 Foxglove Road
Eastbourne
East Sussex, BN23 8BX
Tel: 01323 460 363
www.eastsussexsaab.co.uk

EBOR SAAB
Karl Moxon
38 Queens Drive
Cottingham
East Yorkshire
HU16 4EL
E: 38mox@38mox.karoo.co.uk
01482 847120

FIFE AND TAYSIDE SAAB
Liz Robertson
9 Fernhill Gardens
Windygates
Fife 
KY8 5DZ
Tel: 01333 351 364
E: jackthesaab@hotmail.com

HAMPSHIRE & ISLE OF
WIGHT SAAB 
Richard D Sprinks
2 Alverstone Cottage
Alverstone Road
Whippingham 
East Cowes
Isle of Wight
PO32 6NN
Tel: 01983 880 084
E: ricky@starfishdesign.co.uk

LANCASHIRE SAAB
Steve Alty 
2 A  Queensway
Ashton-on-Ribble
PRESTON 
PR2 1SN
www.lancashiresaabowners
club.co.uk

NORTH WEST SAAB
Richard Elliott
The Quorls
9 Wheatcroft
Hadfield
Glossop 
SK13 2EN
Tel: 01457 852 944
www.saab-nw.co.uk

SOUTHWEST SAAB
Alex or Robin
10 Arundel Road
Yeovil, Somerset
alex@southwestsaab.co.uk
Tel: 07963 066384
robin@southwestsaab.co.uk
Tel: 07515 112120

SOUTH YORKSHIRE SAAB
Keith Long
10 Byrne Close
Barugh Green
Barnsley
South Yorkshire 
S75 1NS
Tel: 01226 385 139

SURREY & WEST SUSSEX
SAAB
Michael Dey
3 Bateson Way
Sheerwater
Woking
Surrey 
GU21 5LD
Tel: 07711 439 585
E: m.dey@btinternet.com

THAMES VALLEY SAAB
Alan Pattern
Green Meadow Cottage
Stoney Lane
Ashmore Green
THATCHAM, RG18 9HD
Tel: 01635 868478
E: thamesvalley_saab@
amserve.com

WESSEX SAAB
Nigel Bailey
12 Oakdene Close
Wimborne
Dorset
Tel: 01202 886 888
E: nhbailey@btinternet.com

WEST MIDS &
WARWICKSHIRE SAAB
Rich Bone
160 Ardath Road
Birmingham B38 9PE
E: wmwsoc@yahoo.co.uk
www.wmwsoc.co.uk

     All correspondence to: 
Ellie Wilson
43 Towbury Close, Oakenshaw South, Redditch, 
Worcestershire, B98 7YZ
Tel: 01527 403596, 
E-mail: elli.wilson@virgin.net

Groups Sub-Committee Local Liaison Officers
Stephen Trigg, 18 Clevelands Avenue, Draycott, Derby, DE72 3NR – Tel: 01332 872302
Regional Groups Co-ordinator: Ellie Wilson, 43 Towbury Close, Oakenshaw South, Redditch,
Worcestershire, B98 7YZ  – Tel: 01527 403596
e-mail: branches@saabclub.co.uk

Please note the groups highlighted have returned their attendance registers.

AROUNDTHEUK
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asking for a Group in this location, so please do try to join us.
The details are The Green Man Public House, Eversholt, (PS:

You don’t have to live in this area to join in the meeting,
everyone will be welcome – www.greenmaneversholt.com –
Eversholt is a beautiful small village which forms part of the
Duke of Bedford’s Woburn Estate and is within easy reach of
Junction 13 of the M1. Members in Beds and North Bucks will
be able to access Eversholt in an average of 30-45 minutes and
Members coming from South Bucks and Hertfordshire
shouldn’t be more than an hour away using the M25/M1, we
hope to see you there.

New/Renewing Members
I was recently logged on to UK Saab’s website, and was very,
very pleased to see that Members are rejoining the SOC, the
post was started by Paradise Club (Saab Specialist and Vehicle
supplier). Dan is well known in the Saab circles and thanks to

him a very positive session on the post was achieved… well
done and thanks! I know in the current climate things have to
be prioritised, but thank you to all for your continued support
in joining or renewing your membership.

Saab Specialists in your area
I recently went to my local specialist WMSS in Erdington to
arrange my annual MOT and service, and to fix my pesky water
leak, I happened to have a few minutes spare and one of the
Directors asked me if I could get hold of a few spare copies of
the Driver, and… it just so happened I collected a few spare
boxes just a few days prior. He explained that he had had a
phone call from the SOC, asking if he wanted to appear in the
Driver’s Saab specialists’ section, to say he was excited would
be an understatement. The idea behind Robin’s request is
simple, the more specialists we get to know about the better,
and everyone benefits from knowing that their car is in good
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trusted hands. If your preferred Saab specialist would like a few
back copies of the Driver for their premises, please let me know
and I will send some out. Likewise, if you feel you have had
really good service from your specialist and would recommend
them to others, again why not let everyone else know. Don’t
forget to mention your name when writing to the Driver, you
never know, you may just get a bit more discount on your next
trip to the garage!

Get Well
John Viggars had a nasty fall at home during March, his wife
Lesley and the ambulance team feared that he may have
damaged his spine. He was taken to hospital and thankfully all
was OK – get well soon John – I know some of your favourite
events are fast approaching (Peaks and Dales also the Black
Country Museum visit) just to name a couple and I know what a
Saab enthusiast you are, you will do your best to be there.

Iron Bridge Museum – ‘The Deputy Chairmans 
900 Carlsson’
I had a phone call in March from the Deputy Chairman of the
Iron Bridge Museum, (Mike Clifford). The basis of the call was all
about Saabs and their loyal following, in particular the SOC, as
we have visited the Museum for the past few years, and have
always had a great time.

After talking for a while I managed to work out he in fact has
a very desirable Saab, and a model with a history has to be
acknowledged, it is a 1990 H 900 Carlsson in Cirrus White with
Buffalo Leather interior. He has owned and maintained the car
regardless of cost from new and is a credit to him.

An open invitation has been made to the SOC Members
attending the Iron Bridge Museum in 2009 with the SOC, to
assemble all the vehicles at any chosen location for a photo
shoot, as in the past the photos tend to be at or around the
hotel, this will be a great change.

The sad part of this section is the car (pictured on previous
page) – it’s up for sale. Mike is buying a newer model, which will
require a lot less attention, and a loving home is now being

sought. Mike wants the car to go to an enthusiast who will
continue to look after the car for as long as possible. On a
personal note, I had the pleasure of going for a run in the car
and everything works, and it is as stated, totally original. Mike
can be contacted by e-mail if you are interested in buying this
car – cliffordmjc@btinternet.com – incidentally the car is taxed
until July 2009 and MOT valid until November 2009 and approx
130 miles of one owner motoring! I can see this car being a
best in class at future events, best of luck Mike, hope it goes to
a good home. 

SAAB Gathering in Bedfordshire 
Shuttleworth Museum
Stuart Payne (Sonnet register) is extending a very warm
welcome to all Saab owners and drivers to attend the
Shuttleworth Museum in Bedfordshire, (you can add my name
to this event). I have been to this event some five years ago, at
that time there was a wide variety of Cars, Trucks and
Motorbikes on display so there was a bit of something for
everybody, and of course let’s not forget the spares isle! The
details are as follows: Saturday, 26 September 2009
Sonnet Gathering and all other Saab models and air display at
The Shuttleworth Collection, Old Warden near Bedford.
Gates open 9.30am, flying from 4.00pm. For more details contact
Stuart Payne – his details are on the 90/99 Register page.

And Finally
Well I hope you have enjoyed this little section, don’t forget to
have a look at the ‘What’s On’ pages, there is a host of things
happening, and well done to all who have taken time out to
arrange these events for us all to enjoy. I hope to see as many as
possible at the new Beds Herts and Bucks Launch, or maybe at
the Black Country Museum, or with the Lancashire group at the
Chipping Steam Fair, or maybe even within the next week or so
at the Swedish Day in Yeovil, organised by the SWSOC Group.

PS. Don’t forget to leave room for the SOC National 2009 in
July. Have a great summer!

Ellie

For Expert Advice speak to our
MASTER TECHNICIAN

BRYAN WARD 01482 222 622 
Tel/fax 01482 581 519

Classic 900
P e r s o n a l  S a a b  S e r v i c e

SPECIALISTSSERVICE, 
REPAIRS 
& SALES

Classic 900 Ltd, Kimberly Street, Argyle Street, off Anlaby Road, Hull

E-mail: glen@classic900.com
Website: www.classic900.com

B. & D. SPECIALIST CARS
SAAB - OUR SPECIALITY

Breaking 9000 and Classic 900
Courtesy cars available

• MOT Testing • Electronic Tuning • Tyres • Batteries • Wheel alignment & balancing •

Tel: 01303 264700 for appointment
RANGE ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, HYTHE
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‘Splatting’
new members



JOIN THE UK’s LEADING
SAAB OWNERS CLUB
Membership of the Club offers a wide range
of benefits, including:

• An exclusive bi-monthly 64 page

• National and local events held 
throughout the year 

• An extensive Club Shop

• A nationwide network of dealers and
specialist suppliers who offer discounts
and technical support for Club Members

• Discounts at various outlets

• Exclusive Owners Club Insurance schemes.

• Technical information and help

• Preferential RAC rates

• Club Valuation Scheme

• Online comprehensive website

Join at www.saabclub.co.uk
or phone 01954 232810
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• An extensive Club Shop

• A nationwide network of dealers and
specialist suppliers who offer discounts
and technical support for Club Members

• Discounts at various outlets

• Exclusive Owners Club Insurance schemes.

• Technical information and help

• Preferential RAC rates

• Club Valuation Scheme

• Online comprehensive website

Join at www.saabclub.co.uk
or phone 01954 232810

We are always on the look
out for new Members, and
what better way than
to ‘splat’ them!!

You’ll find five ‘splat’ cards on this page, just
carefully cut these out and when you see a Saab
– young or old – just pop one of them under the
windscreen wiper, it’s as easy as that.

If you need any more ‘splat’ cards we will be
printing a further set in the next issue, 
but if you can’t wait contact
annes@mypec.co.uk 
0113 255 6866 for more.

www.saabclub.co.uk
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It was with some trepidation that we set off for the annual
Scottish Weekend this year, as it was somewhat further to travel
than in past years. This was not helped by being stationary on
the M6 for two hours due to a serious accident, which required
the use of the Air Ambulance. Ignoring the enforced two-hour
stop, the extra travelling turned out to be well worth it.

Bridge of Allan is a small town on the banks of the River Allan
just to the north of Stirling. It came to prominence in the
Victorian period as a Spa Town to which people came from far
and wide to ‘Take the Waters’. In fact the engineer, Robert
Stevenson was employed in the construction of the Spa. He
brought his son, Robert Louis, who was a somewhat sickly
child, to hopefully be helped by drinking the local water. After
his first visit in 1853 he returned annually gaining inspiration for
many of his works, including ‘Kidnapped’ and ‘Treasure Island’.

Our Hotel was the Royal, where the aforementioned Robert
Louis Stevenson had stayed. Other notable residents over the
years have included Charles Dickens and The Beatles. We found
our room to be warm, comfortable and well equipped. After
freshening up, we made our way down to the bar to meet up
with old friends and to make some new ones, before wandering
into the dining room for an excellent dinner.

After a hearty breakfast on Saturday morning, (sadly, there
was no haggis on the menu!) we decided to visit Blair
Drummond Safari Park. This being their first day of opening for
the new season, everything was smart and clean and the staff
keen and helpful. There were the usual safari park attractions,
including lions, tigers, sea lions and monkeys. In spite of the
weather which was bright with the occasional sunny period but
rather chilly, we stayed for most of the day and still did not
manage to see everything. All in all, it was an excellent day out.

Saturday evening once again saw us enjoying yet another
superb meal before settling down for the now traditional quiz,
which was shortened a little this year to enable everyone to get
better acquainted in the bar afterwards. Another interesting
innovation this year was the introduction of a ‘Naughty Chair’

to accommodate any cheats or hecklers. Surprisingly, it
remained vacant all evening. The prizes went to the 
following teams:
1st Proper Saabs
2nd The Saab, Peugeot and Micra Owners Club
3rd Ellibrain

Sunday, (still no haggis. OK point taken – P & E) and it was
Best Car Competition which was dominated by 9-3s and 9-5s
with Classic 900s being very thin on the ground. Anyway it was
a good turnout with some worthy winners:
Best 90/99 B353 RFA Keith Squire
Best C900 H807CRH Richard and Louise Fenwick
Best NG900/9-3 Y27 BDC Bernard Crowhurst
Best 9-5 Y618 TGD Paul Mills
Best 9-3 Sports A11 WBH Willie Holmes

We filled the day with a trip to an antique and craft
establishment at Doune and a walk round the town, where we
discovered the Bridge of Allan Micro Brewery visitor centre.
What a fantastic place if you like beer. (If you don’t then it is
pretty dreadful!) We could have stayed there for hours getting
completely legless drinking the samples with which the nice
young man kept filling our glasses. There were dozens of
different beers to try. In fact I am trying one which I brought
home right now while I struggle to see the keyboard.

We wait all year for the Scottish Weekend to come round.
Suddenly it is here and then even more suddenly it is all over.
We said some goodbyes on Sunday and before we knew it, our
turn came to leave on Monday morning. We would like to thank
Paul and Elizabeth for once again organising such a wonderful
weekend and finding what turned out to be a superb venue. Roll
on the next Scottish Weekend when we will be there to see
more of the fabulous countryside and sample some more beer
in the Bridge of Allan Micro Brewery.

Carole and Mike Mitchell
See you next year.

Many thanks to Maurice Suddaby for the photos

SCOTTISH WEEKEND 2009
Royal Hotel, Bridge of Allan
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The Saab Owners Club
NATIONAL EVENT

‘Much ado 
about Saab’

Or something like that!
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Camping on-site for tents, trailer tents,
caravans and motor caravans. 
• SOC designated area within race course itself.
• Arrival from 2.00pm Friday July 24th.
• No sleeping in commercial delivery vans.
• Fees pre-booked pitches: £12.00 per unit for
one night, £10.00 per unit per night if more than
one night booked. (These rates will apply for
Friday, Saturday or Sunday nights only).
• Fees for those wishing to camp without prior
booking: £13.00 per unit for one night, £11.00
per unit per night if more than one night booked.
(These rates will apply for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday nights only).
• A few electric hook-ups are available on the
touring site (100 yards from SOC area) at an
extra cost of £2.50 per night or £3.00 if only
booked for one night. PLEASE NOTE this facility
is only available for bookings BEFORE 10th July
2009, on a first come first served.
• Non-members will be charged an additional
£5.00 per adult for participating in the weekend.
Please encourage your friends to join (or rejoin)
SOC at the meeting or prior to the meeting
quoting code ‘natl2009’ to qualify for a special
one-year membership rate, without the
payment of a joining fee.  
• Campers wishing to stay on the commercial
site prior to or after the event should contact
the organisers. This may necessitate moving
your unit to a different pitch if so requested.
• Access to showers is via a token system and
these will be provided by SOC reception at a
cost of 50p each.
• Dogs are welcome on site provided they are
kept on a leash and are properly controlled. A
dog walk is available. DO NOT walk or exercise
dogs on the race track; and owners will be
responsible for removing any dog fouling .
• There is a car boot sale on the car park
outside the main gates and a Bottle Fair in the
main building so ID badges will be provided.

Other accommodation
• Stratford has a full range of hotels, guest
houses (within walking distance) and B&Bs.

Please contact the Tourist Information office at
Bridgefoot, Stratford-upon-Avon CV37 6GW. Tel:
0870 160 7930 www.shakespeare-country.co.uk 

Day visitors – Saturday July 25th 2009
• Arrival on site from 9.00am.
• Fees: members pre-booked £3.00, on the day
£4.00. Non-members pre-booked £4.00, on the
day £5.00.
• Traders and ‘car booters’ are welcome and
will be able to park in a designated area. They
will be charged the same rate as campers or day
visitors. A contribution of a raffle prize or a gift
for entry to the ‘penny auction’ would be
appreciated!
• Day visitors are welcome to stay to the BBQ –
open from about 6.00pm.

Sunday July 26th 2009
• There will be no on-site activities on Sunday
July 26th; however anyone wishing to take part
in the organised tour can do so, provided
organisers are informed of this in advance.
• There will be a tour around the Cotswolds
with (hopefully!) stops at the David Sutton
Rally Car Museum and Cotswold Motor
Museum.

Catering:
• Friday evening supper (lasagne, salads,
French/garlic bread and fruit salad, ice-cream and
shortbread biscuit) £10.50. per adult. Children
under 14 free. There is a vegetarian option.
• Saturday: an on-site cafe will be available for
drinks and snacks from 9.00am until 4.00pm
• Saturday evening BBQ, strawberries and ice
cream £ 13.00 per adult. Children under 14 free.
There is a Vegetarian option.
• Our caterers will try to meet particular dietary
needs if we are informed in advance.
• There will be no bar available on-site.
However, members and guests are welcome to
bring their own alcoholic or soft drinks to the
Friday supper or Saturday BBQ. Clearly, the
organisers will expect responsible consumption
of any alcohol and safe removal of ‘empties’.

THE NATIONAL
Friday - Sunday, July 24-26 2009
Stratford-upon-Avon Racecourse
Luddington Road, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire, CV37 9SE



The birthplace of England’s greatest poet and playwright,
William Shakespeare, Stratford-upon-Avon is still an important
market town in Warwickshire, and a market town that has over
800 years of history.

Many of the original houses from Shakespeare’s time are still
in excellent condition, being preserved by the Shakespeare
organisation.

These fine old buildings, the characteristically wide streets
and the tranquil flowing River Avon make Stratford-upon-Avon a
delight to visit.

A visit to Stratford would not be complete without finding
out more about the English poet and playwright that make it
famous, and you can visit the house where he was born and
grew up.

Another must is the world famous Royal Shakespeare
Company. The RSC is currently undertaking a major project to
transform its main performance space, the Royal Shakespeare
Theatre and the surrounding site to create the finest modern
playhouse for Shakespeare in the world. 

In addition to the town itself, Blenheim Palace and the
Cotswolds to the south, Worcester and the Malverns to the
west, Warwick Castle and Henley in Arden to the north are all
within an hour’s journey of Stratford.

Name

Membership Number

Address

Postcode

Telephone

E-mail

No. £
PRE-BOOKED PITCHES, PER UNIT

@ £12.00 per night (for one night)

@ £10.00 per night (2+ nights)

ELECTRIC HOOK-UP (SEE PAGE 33)

@ £3.00 per night (for one night) 

@ £2.50 per night (2+ nights)

DAY VISITORS

Member @ £3.00 per day

Non-member (pre-booked) @ £4.00 per day

Children under 16 free

Total for camping/caravan etc.

MEALS 

Friday supper – adults @ £10.50

Friday supper (vegetarian) – adults @ £10.50

Friday supper – child @ FREE

Friday supper (vegetarian) – child @ FREE

Saturday BBQ – adults @ £13.00

Saturday BBQ (vegetarian) – adults @ £13.00

Saturday BBQ – child @ FREE

Saturday BBQ (vegetarian) – child @ FREE

GRAND TOTAL
Booking form should be sent to arrive with Keith and Sue Long
no later than 10 July 2009. Please let us know of any special
requirements. (Photocopies accepted)

Non Members can join the Club by downloading a form from:
www.saabclub.co.uk quoting code ‘natl2009’ to qualify for a
special one-year membership rate, without a joining fee.

BOOKING FORM
National 

Stratford-upon-Avon

Booking information to:
Keith and Sue Long, 10 Byrne Close, Barugh Green,
Barnsley, South Yorkshire, S75 1NS.
Cheques payable to The Saab Owners Club GB Ltd.
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South of Birmingham, why, that’s almost where ‘southerners’
come from, surely they’re not allowed anywhere near Saabs?

South of Birmingham; “These words are razors to my wounded
heart”(2). I mean to say, can there be real life south of Birmingham?
Can Saabs drive on their roads? Do they even have roads?

“This above all: to thine own self be true”(3). South of Birmingham ...
me, a Lancastrian, can I it do?

South of Birmingham! “Though this be madness, yet there is method
in’t”(4) or, at least that’s what I think they said... they want more
people from ‘down there’ to come; I guess they mean the south!
“But, for my own part, it was Greek to me”(5). Can they really mean it...
south of Birmingham?

And yet, “What’s in a name? That which we call a rose by any other
name would smell as sweet”(6). What is south of Birmingham? Is there
a south of Birmingham? How do you get south of Birmingham?

“Men at some time are masters of their fates”(7) so, “We few, we happy
few, we band of brothers”(8) must consider the ultimate sacrifice –
South of Birmingham – So be it!

“I hold the world but as the world... A stage, where every man must play
a part; And mine a sad one”(9). OK, OK – I’ll find you somewhere to
go – south of Birmingham! Where do you fancy?

“I know a bank where the wild thyme blows, where oxlips and the nodding
violet grows, Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine, With sweet musk-
roses and with eglantine”(10).

Will that do? It’s definitely south of Birmingham! “Tempt not a
desperate man”(11) was the strangled response. It’s already January
and we need somewhere to take this year’s National!

“T’is neither here nor there”(12) (yet, definitely south of
Birmingham). Now what needeth we? (Dear Lord, I’m beginning
to sound like an Elizabethan) Needeth we grass? And somewhere
to park our monstrous steeds? Perchance space for colourful
tents and a grand caravanserai? Ah yes; “The undiscovere’d country,
from whose bourn No traveller returns”(13). I’m a bit worried about that
last bit, did the ordnance survey never do south of Birmingham?

Sweet Swan of Avon, bard so true, can we come and camp
near you? (It’s the way I write ‘em!). Oh why am I doing this, it can
never be as good as last year – in LANCASHIRE! And yet; “What’s
gone and what’s past help should be past grief”(14). “To mourn a mischief
that is past and gone is the next way to draw new mischief on”(15). 

OK so we’ll go for it – Stratford it is then, where the sport of
kings takes place (on the racecourse). “His neigh is like the bidding of
a monarch, and his countenance enforces homage”(16) – well he could
have been thinking about a Two-Stroke, and not a damned ‘orse!

Situated in Warwickshire in the English Midlands, Stratford-

Upon-Avon is easily reached, (says the tourist guide). “It is the east,
and Juliet is the sun”(17). Well, it’s about 90 miles from London, just
over 100 miles from Manchester, and just 20 ‘south of
Birmingham’. For those not wishing to camp, there are beds in
hotels and guest houses within easy reach. And there’s a lot to
do in both town and the surrounding area. “If all the year were
playing holidays, To sport would be as tedious as to work”(17).

“There is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so”(18). So,
with a positive slant, we’ll aim to replicate last year’s reasonably
successful, format. A welcome activity on the Friday evening, with
reasonably priced simple fare; “I prithee go and get me some repast; I
care not what, so it be wholesome food”(19). Main activities onsite
throughout Saturday – driving tests, competitions, best cars,
spares etc, followed by an evening do! And a leisurely Sunday,
with nothing very much organised other than a drive around the
local countryside; “This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this
England”(20).

You will have noticed how I’ve avoided all mention, so far, of
‘sonnets’ – “How bitter a thing it is to look into happiness through
another man’s eyes!”(21). Sonetts are welcome; “A dish fit for the gods”
(22) as are all Saab models beginning with a ‘9’; we’ll probably still
talk to you if you turn up in something other than a Saab! “Blow,
blow, thou winter wind! Thou art not so unkind as man’s ingratitude”(23).

Just turn up! Put the dates in your diary now... and we’ll provide
more sensible information in the next issue of the ‘Driver!’

Remember; “I am a man more sinned against than sinning”(24) and
“Brevity is the soul of wit”(25) – so any editor worth his salt should
have taken a red pen to this claptrap!

Iain Hodcroft

With apologies to William Shakespeare! – Editor

South of Birmingham 
(…they said!)
“That it should come to this!”(1)… was the first (unoriginal)
thought from this died-in-the-wool Lancastrian! 

CREDITS
1 Titus Andronicus (Act I, Scene 1)
2 Hamlet (Act I, Scene 3)
3 Hamlet (Act II, Scene 2)
4 Julius Caesar (Act I, Scene 2
5 Romeo and Juliet (Act II, Scene 2)
6 Julius Caesar (Act I, Scene 2)
7 King Henry V (Act IV. Scene 3)
8 The Merchant of Venice (Act I. scene. 1)
9 A Midsummer Night’s Dream

(Act II. Scene.1)
10 Romeo and Juliet (Act V, Sc. 3)
11 Othello (Act IV, Scene 3)
12 Hamlet (Act III, Scene 1)

13 A Winter’s Tale (Act III, Scene II)
14 Othello (Act I, Scene III)
15 King Henry V. (Act lll, Scene 7)
16 Romeo and Juliet (Act II, Scene 2)
17 King Henry IV Part I (Act I. Scene 2)
18 Hamlet (Act II, Sc.2)
19 The Taming of the Shrew (Act IV, Scene 3)
20 King Richard II (Act II Scene 1)
21 As You Like It (Act V, Sc. II)
22 Julius Caesar (Act II, Scene I)
23 As You Like It (Act II, Scene VII)
24 King Lear (Act III, Scene II)
25 Hamlet (Act II, Scene II)
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NOTICEBOARD

By popular request, we are returning to the Royal, a splendid
Victorian hotel, well located for touring the Stirlingshire
countryside and the Trossachs National Park. There really is a
great deal to do and see in the area, and the cities of Stirling
and Edinburgh are not too far away. More here:
http://www.visitscottishheartlands.com/areas/stirling/index.cfm

Cost will remain unchanged at £105 per head, dinner, bed
and breakfast for the weekend. Deposits of £10 each, payable
to ‘The Saab Owners Club of GB Ltd’.

There is no supplement for single rooms, and no charge for
under 16s, except for meals as taken. If you wish, stay for
Sunday and Monday nights at the same discounted rate,
payable directly to the hotel, but book through us please. Dogs
with well behaved owners are welcome too.

Please book by letter, phone or e-mail - we will send you full
details on receiving your deposit. If you have any questions,
give us a bell.

Paul & Elizabeth Mills
‘Hollybrook’,
41 Monks Road,
Airdrie,
North Lanarkshire
ML6 9QW.
Tel: 01236 752089
E-mail: elizabethmills@tiscali.co.uk
Paul.Mills@tannoy.co.uk

SCOTTISH WEEKEND 2010 19-21 March
The Royal Hotel, Bridge of Allan, Near Stirling
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The 13th Lakeland Gathering 2009
Camping and Spares Weekend
26-28 June 2009
Cumbria Branch is hosting the thirteenth Lakeland Gathering at the
Cockermouth Rugby Club. Come and enjoy all the attractions of the 
Lake District in the good company of fellow Saab enthusiasts.

Venue
Following a successful gathering last
year in spite of the inclement weather
it has been decided to return to the
Cockermouth Rugby Club. We will have
the use of a club house during the
evenings, and access to the shower
and toilet facilities throughout the
weekend. There is no need to book in
advance and at £6.50 per unit per
night you would struggle to find better
value. Day visitors are also very
welcome for which there is a small
charge.

Draft Programme
Friday
20.00 Social Gathering in the 
Club House

Saturday
Spares Market, visits as per
noticeboard. Cockermouth hosts
Woolfest 2009 at Mitchell’s Lakeland
Livestock Centre this weekend. 
A celebration of nature’s finest fibres,
with fleece animals, fleece sale,
clothing, accessories, craft equipment,
exhibitions, displays and workshops –
or how about a brewery trip!
14.00 Boules & Games on the field
18.00 Barbeque should be ready so 
you can cook your own food
20.00 Quiz and Charity Auction in the

Club House (please bring all your
loose change).

Sunday
10.00 Car Beauty Contest
11.00 Coffee Morning, raffle and 
prize giving

The location will be signed with
directional Saab signs, from the
Lakeland Sheep and Wool Centre
roundabout on the A66.

Should you require any further
information please feel free to contact
the Cumbria Branch Secretary - Robert
Morley on 01900 67926 or Derek Best,
on 01900 814317 or by email
derek@saabmail.co.uk - Hope to see
you there.

Cockermouth Rugby Club, Grassmore Sports Centre, Strawberry How, Lorton Road, Cockermouth, Cumbria CA13 9XQ
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Shuttleworth is an incredible collection of
pre-war vehicles and aircraft. Weather
permitting even the oldest aircraft, some
dating back to 1909, actually fly. Gates open
at 9.30am but you can arrive anytime before
the flying display which runs from 4.00pm til
dusk. Entry costs £20 per person which
includes access to the Museum and its
collection of aircraft and cars. Mainly pre-
war, and also the Swiss landscape garden
and bird of prey centre, as well as the flying
display so arrive early if you want to see
everything! The airfield is located near Old
Warden, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, just off
the A1. We will have our own parking area
with a good view of the flying.

Hope to see as many sonnetts as possible,
and other Saabs are of course very welcome.
Basically arrive whenever you like, park up
with hopefully a few other sonnetts, have a
picnic (there is also an excellent
cafe/restaurant) and enjoy. 
For advance tickets phone Shuttleworth
direct on 01767 627924 or visit
www.shuttleworth.org – for more information
on what’s there. Also please contact Stuart
Payne (details on 99 Register page) to give us
an idea of numbers so we can arrange the
parking area. Hope to see you there!
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Sonett Gathering
The Shuttleworth Collection Evening Airshow
Saturday, 26 September 2009

Copper Mountain Resort
Colorado

August 13-16 2009

‘Saab Capital of the West’
25 National Scenic Byways

‘Saabs Run the Rockies’ – five-day road rally,
touring four National Parks

21 Unique Restaurants, Bistros and Bars
Contact: Convention Chairman Jerry Danner
terry@milehibodyshop.com for more details

South West Saab
Invites you to a Cabriolet Challenge

to Stourhead on 5 July 2009

Starting from Podimore Services at 11.00am
for an 11.30am pull-out. This is open to all

makes not just Saab.
At Stourhead you are free to do as you wish.

Please visit our website for more details –
www.southwestsaab.co.uk
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2STROKEREGISTER

Well it has been a while since I have written some content for this
column, simply a lack of Two-Stroke happenings to share with you. I
was pleased to see the new features of the Club website and my first
two subjects have come from contacts via the website.

Classified advertisements
Firstly, from the classified adverts comes Ron Colman and his 1956
model 93A. Ron has owned this car for 15+ years, having bought it
from the proprietor of ‘Orbit Motors’ who was the Saab main dealer
in Wantage and Swindon. When new, the car was the original road-
test car for Motor magazine, registered MBL567. Ron bought the car
in need of work and although he has completed some aspects of the
car during his ownership, he is now in the process of moving home
and has decided to sell the car either complete or for parts. Ron
kindly sent me some photographs of the car and although in my
opinion ‘saveable’, this restoration would be a big commitment for
someone to take on as being such an early model many parts would
be unobtainable, even in Sweden. By the time you read this the fate
of the car will have been decided as Ron needs to clear his garage by
29 March. He has been in touch with a couple of Saab regulars to see
if they are interested in the car, but has not found a potential buyer as
yet. In the next edition of Driver maybe I can update you.

Photograph Gallery
Next, along from the Gallery section of the Club website is an even
older car in the form of Tony Grestock and his model 92A. Tony is a
long-standing Two-Stroke nut and many of you will have seen his
immaculately turned out cars at various events. To quote directly from
Tony’s e-mail: 

‘Sue and I had been after one for a couple of years, looked at a few
92Bs but decided that as the 92B has the same rear as a model 93 it

had to be a 92A. They are about in Sweden, but mostly owned by,
shall we say, older people who have them put away in a barn. I had
the chance to buy a fully restored car from Sweden. It was two
weeks before our marathon journey to the 2008 International
meeting in Latvia. We would have had to pay up front to someone in
Sweden for a car we had only seen photographs of. We hesitated,
and I regret that because someone in Poland snapped it up. 

Anyway, fast forward to Latvia and we actually met the guy from
Sweden who had sold the restored 92A and it turned out that Sue and
I had actually seen the car in the flesh at other meetings (making me feel
even worse). However, our new Swedish friends said they would look
out for another for us. So the day after we returned to England we had
an e-mail and a telephone call to say that there was one for sale on the
SSK website. Two good 92As for sale in one year is very, very rare!
‘Our car’ has two owners from new, and has spent many years in a
private museum in Kisa with many other Saabs. It has 8,000 miles from
new and is completely original even down to its original 1951 tyres.
Whilst the grandfather of the owner we bought it from was moving
another car around in the museum he backed into the 92A. He
decided to have a lower half respray all round, this was a pity because
the original paint was cellulose and the lower half respray is two pack.
The two colours have faded at different rates so we now have a two-
tone car! I have replaced all the braking system and tyres. Crank will
need to be replaced, etc. This is one Saab I would not buy to restore,
you would spend a lifetime in England sourcing the parts, even if you
had loads of Swedish contacts. I have noticed this last year that the rarer
Two-Stroke models in Sweden, 92A, 93B, 93GT, 95 have commanded
high prices and are not affected by the ‘credit crunch’.’ 

Thank you Tony for all that. I have offered Tony a spare gearbox for
the car that I just happen to have stashed away, but any other spare
parts would be made most welcome by Tony.
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All correspondence to:

MARTIN CLIST-WOODWARD
109 Victoria Road, CIRENCESTER

Gloucestershire, GL7 1HA
Tel: 01285 652248

e-mail: 2stroke@saabclub.co.uk

SCANPARTS
SAAB SPECIALISTS

Tel: 01902 716100
Servicing, Repairs, New & Used Parts at Competitive Prices.

We supply new, used & reconditioned parts at keen prices.
Air Conditioning Servicing

We rebuild Gearboxes, Engines & supply top quality
Exchange Turbos, Steering Racks, Brake Calipers diagnostic etc.

Phone us with your requirements 

Are you fed up with missing pixels?
[] Professional repair service for Saab
[] 9-3 & 9-3 SID 1 & 2’s and Climate control units. 
[] New screens fitted prices from £40 plus postage.

LIFETIME WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS
Please call Simon on 07940 115506
saabdisplayrepairs.co.uk

SAAB DISPLAY REPAIRS

Shortnose alternator conversion
Many of you will appreciate that the location of the water pump on a
shortnose model causes some complications when converting from
the original dynamo to an alternator. One alternative is to use an
electrically powered water pump, although I have previously read
about using an alternator from a Vauxhall Corsa diesel modified to
mount the original water pump to the rear. Whilst browsing the
internet one evening I came across the photograph above of such a
conversion, although I am led to believe that the alternator in this
case was sourced from a 1990’s Ford Transit. Do we have any
readers out there who have completed such a conversion and would
be willing to write a short technical article on the same?

Internet retailers
Robert Hubbard wrote to me recently to tell me of his recent
adventures: windscreen wiper spindles, clutch cable, brake shoes, etc.
He also enclosed a clipping from one of the monthly classic car
magazines that made reference to Anglo Parts in Belgium
(www.angloparts.com). Amongst a whole host of parts, they retail
window rubber seals for early MGA aluminium hardtops that look very
similar to early Saab window seals. I have had a quick look on their

website; unfortunately although they have an excellent website, the
images of these seals are not that clear to confirm whether this
application would be suitable or not. I will get in contact with them and
see if they are willing to send me a sample. The other web retailer I
have had good reports of lately is Erik Randa (www.randa.se). Erik sells
many sundry type items, rubber components and gaskets on what he
says are ‘manufactured on a hobby basis’.

Electroplating
Over the winter I have been working on my two-wheel projects, as
it is easier to bring these indoors into the warmth of the kitchen! If
only my Saab would fit through the French doors! I had a batch of
components ‘dull nickel’ plated by a company, S&T Electroplate in
Yate, near Bristol. The quality of these was excellent, with a turn-
around time of about five weeks. Not cheap, but certainly worth the
wait. I am told that their chrome plating service is also of a similar
high standard.

That’s me done for this issue. For the next Driver I really must
knuckle down and finish the article on the Classic Le Mans race. Until
then, Go Swift, Go Safe, Go Saab.

Martin

THIS IS ONE SAAB I WOULD
NOT BUY TO RESTORE, YOU
WOULD SPEND A LIFETIME IN
ENGLAND SOURCING THE
PARTS, EVEN IF YOU HAD
LOADS OF SWEDISH CONTACTS.
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At the time of writing, spring has well and truly arrived and it feels like
summer is just around the corner. Which probably means we are due
some more snow shortly.

I think this is my first column with no new registrations received, in
the five or six years I have been looking after the V4 Register. I confess
I’ve not yet got to grips with the online registrations so perhaps there
are a few more that I don’t yet know about.

NAF 303F
Simon Farmer recently sent me a great write-up of his car. Great
photos, too!

‘I’ve been meaning to send you some information about our V4,
NAF 303F, for a while and a forced retirement from one of my bike
club events this morning due to back injury has found me sitting at my
computer twiddling my thumbs! So the perfect opportunity to put a
few words down and send you some pictures.

‘The Driver actually featured our V4 a few years ago when we had
the shell back up and rolling after a lengthy restoration and I’d

promised to send an update when we had her properly up and
running. Well, time slipped by as it has the habit of doing and it wasn’t
really until it was suggested that we might use NAF for my sister’s
wedding that things began to move in earnest – there’s nothing like an
immovable deadline to spur activity!

‘My Dad and I had been chipping away at the rebuild and had the
major parts in place – 1815 engine mated to spec 1 gearbox, very tidy
interior from a donor car in Bristol and a smattering of new,
reconditioned and original parts. As anyone who has taken an old car
apart will know, when you come to assess what’s going back on you
quickly realise that many parts don’t hold up to close scrutiny! Of the
parts that caused us a particular headache, I recall the front headlight
mounting rings being a special hassle – we welded up the best ones
we could find and borrowed parts from a selection of others to get
two good ones! I also had some fun and games fitting inertia reel belts
front and back – the car was an ex-rally machine and had been using
three point harnesses before I took it off the road. A few seized brake
parts and electrical gremlins had us tearing our hair out, but persistence

WHAT A NAF CAR
FOR A WHITE WEDDING?
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All correspondence to:

ALISTAIR PHILPOTT 
Rivendell, Middle Street, Swinton, Malton

North Yorkshire, YO17 6SR
Tel: +44 (0)1653 697561

E-mail: registers@saabclub.co.uk

was rewarded and to the relief of everyone involved, NAF finally re-
emerged from the garage and duly won her MOT certificate!

‘My sister’s wedding was 5 April last year and we’d been keeping a
close eye on the weather forecast in the weeks before – it was
looking a bit touch and go but when Saturday 5th rolled around it was
bright but cold – not too bad if your were in a suit but a touch chilly
for the bridesmaids! I’m happy to say that NAF didn’t miss a beat and
performed admirably. I’d spent the day before polishing the paint and
shining the chrome and although perhaps not the most obvious
choice for a wedding car she looked great! I’d removed the front
passenger seat to accommodate ‘bride with train’ and the happy
couple were pretty snug in the back! Rupert our photographer took
some lovely shots and apart from nearly running him down after our
Le Mans style start everything rolled very smoothly. If anyone recalls,
the following day saw some reasonably unseasonal snow in the South
of England, which of course NAF was perfectly at home in!

‘Since the wedding we’ve continued to refine and upgrade various
parts and she’s running better than ever. We took the plunge and

fitted a 9:38 final drive from HK Thing in Denmark, which has gone
some way to make up for the rather short gearing, courtesy of the
Spec 1 box and 175/65 modern Mini tyres. We can finally cruise
comfortably on A roads and have even ventured onto the motorway
on a round trip to the Peak District and back. 70mph is about
3800rpm and I’d dearly love a 5th or even 6th gear to take advantage
of the power available, but sometimes you just have to accept that
you are driving a 40-year-old car! We also bought in some metal
timing gears from Pat Lawrence at Motor Sport Service in the States –
I’d been searching high and low over here for some original ones, but
nothing came up, and these new machined parts seemed pretty good
value really and give peace of mind when venturing up the rev range!
After a spell of poor starting I also fitted a larger 75amp modern
alternator, which really put some zing and zest into the car! With a
high output coil, electronic ignition and an electric fan, there are a few
more demands on the system anyway, so I figured it wouldn’t do any
harm and has proved to be one of the best upgrades we’ve done.
There are a few other tidying up jobs left – finding a boot lock with
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key, replacing the faulty sender unit in the fuel
tank and getting the horn working at the
steering wheel, rather than a switch under
the dash!... but we’re enjoying driving her
again. A well functioning V4 really is a joy to
drive, especially with a few performance
tweaks, and it certainly makes modern day
motoring a bit more enjoyable!’

What a fantastic looking 96, with a great
spec, and doesn’t it make an unusual wedding
car? Torreador Red with Minilites… mmm.
I’m not jealous, not at all!

Silicone hoses - more information
Two updates to note here.

Firstly, from Robert Hubbard, who made
the original query with regard to silicone
water hoses for the V4. Since then, he’s not
hung about… I’ll let him explain progress in
his own way:

‘The engine of my 1974 95 had to come
out for clutch and flywheel replacement. This
was delayed awaiting a remanufactured
release bearing. I ordered some ‘Superflex’
hoses from Demon Tweeks in three sizes.
Possibly I should have used ‘Maxiflex’ if there
had been more time to choose, for the
more straightforward runs as ‘Superflex’ are
reinforced with a spiral wire. Anyway, all

hoses satisfactorily replaced except the
radiator bottom hose. I now have ‘pattern’
radiator top and bottom hoses (also the
awkward two-stroke hose) for Silflex to price
up for us. It is really only the bottom hose
which has to be a special.’

Robert has sent me some photos of the
Superflex in situ – they do the job, although
the colour wasn’t his first choice. I guess
people would probably want the proper ‘S’
shape for the top hose as well, though the
remainder are mostly straighter runs that a
generic hose like these can be used for -
they just need to be of the correct length.
The hoses used by Robert were approx
£40/metre.

Many thanks for your help with this,
Robert, it’s good to see you making much
more progress than me!

Secondly, and since this idea arose,
another source has come up (with many
thanks to David Lawson for pointing it out to
me). There is a chap on eBay selling
complete kits – I’ve been in touch and
received the following reply:

‘Thank you for your enquiry. My wife and
I are classic car enthusiasts and could not get
hoses for my Lancia restorations. As a result
I made the formers and had them
manufactured by a colleague who is in the
business. More friends who are enthusiasts
also asked me to make them formers and
out of this my wife and I decided to set up a
very small business. As a result we can make
hoses for most models, as long as we can
get hold of an original set of hoses to use as
patterns. We keep a few sets in stock for
each model (50 models to date) and can
usually make and dispatch in a week to ten
days. All are handmade in the UK by a
singlehanded engineer who makes other
specialist silicone hoses. We can therefore
supply on a regular basis, but there will be
the odd occasion when he is on holiday.
However, with warning, we can stock up to
cover such periods.

‘We normally make in a shiny black
silicone, but can do a black, matt, tape style
wrap or a variety of other colours. The matt
and other colours require a special order,
but come at the same price.

‘As far as warranty is concerned, we
understand our manufacturer gives a lifetime
guarantee, providing the hoses have been
fitted properly and that no damage was
caused in the fitting.

‘We are looking into supplying the 
correct stainless steel hose clips should
people want them.’

These kits are available on eBay and at
shows for £125, and the supplier has already
offered a small discount for sales via the
Club. I need to look at them in more depth
before we can decide if the Club should
resell, as I’m conscious they are a very small
business.  However one advantage of that,
at present anyway, is they are not VAT
registered, so that saves a few pounds.

I suggest we see how Robert gets on
with Silflex and will advise on progress in
the next Driver. In the meantime, if anybody
is interested in a set of these hoses (or
more than one!) then please let me know,
it will help our negotiations with these
potential suppliers.

V4 Diaphragm clutch
As reported a few issues ago, Richard and
Les Simpson are able to supply the
diaphragm clutches to suit road and rally
applications. Robert Hubbard has sourced
one from another supplier, photos below.

The fit was not perfect on this one, the
clips wouldn’t fit, so Robert had to drill out
the release bearing and cut back the clips.

Hope to see lots of you and your V4s at
events over the summer, next up for me is
the Spring Bank Holiday Track Day at
Cadwell (we’ll have our C900 out again, for
the first time in a couple of years) and I
might just get the 96 over to the National
this year. Maybe…

Cheers for now
Al
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May Day, May Day....
With the Summer now upon us and with
the sun getting hotter due to global
warming, it's more important now than
ever for you to protect your vehicle.

Cover Systems have developed a Sun Top
cover which will cover just the roof and
glass area of the car; thus making it easy
to use whether your car is just sat on a
driveway or parked elsewhere for the day.

The Sun Top cover is made from their
‘Safeguard’ polyester lightweight smooth
textile with an anti-UV treatment, it's also
90% waterproof and therefore breathable.
Securing straps for attachment are
standard. 

You may want to opt for a Sun Top
cover with zips at the rear which will allow
you to open the rear door of an estate car
without removing the cover.

Or maybe a drape which simply zips to the Sun Top
cover and will drape over the open rear of your vehicle -
very handy for dog owners !
Sun Top covers range from £35 (depending on vehicle size),

the zipped version is from £57 and the drape £13. All prices
include FREE UK delivery, Sun Top cover holdall and VAT.

So if you need "help" to keep your cabin cool, 
or for more information, phone Cover Systems 
on (01933) 410851

PRICES REMAIN AS 2008

SAAB
INDEPENDENT SPECIALIST

� NEW AND USED PARTS AVAILABLE
� SERVICE AND REPAIR FACILITIES

� USED SAABS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
� MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Tel: (01332) 291320    Fax: (01332) 380698
2-4 Fox Street, Derby DE1 2BW
www.volsaaengineering.co.uk

VOLSAA
ENGINEERING

Est 1988

Tel: 029 2081 0818 / 029 2081 3491
Unit A 17, Garth Works, Taffswell, CARDIFF CF15 7YF

• All Saabs Serviced and Repaired
• New and Guaranteed Used Parts
• Gearbox and Engine Rebuilds
• Phone for Quotes and Friendly Advice. 

15 Years Time Served Qualified Saab Engineer

Visit SAABStyle at 
www.saabstyle.co.uk

We have moved to a more central location – just off the A470/M4

CARDIFFOFSAABStyle Ltd

Mail order service
for parts and accessories

Parts Hotline: (01342) 718799
Parts Fax: (01342) 714085

All major credit cards accepted

Authorised Dealer

Turners Hill Garage Ltd
Turners Hill, Crawley, West Sussex

Website: http://www.saab.uk.com
Email: parts@saab.uk.com

SAAB SAABTEC
Sales • Servicing • MOT & Parts 

manual transmission repair a speciality
Tech 2 diagnostics

Collection & Delivery arranged Courtesy Cars

close to A57 Manchester/Sheffield – Credit cards accepted
Unit 4B, Hadfield Mills, Platt St, Padfield, Glossop SK13 1EB

TEL: 01457 867878 
MOB: 0780 1103426 FAX: 01457 852944

e-mail: richardelliott@saabtec.co.uk
www.saabtec.co.uk
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90/99REGISTER

You just don’t see 99s or 90s on the road anymore. I’ve had to do a
couple of longish trips in the 90 recently and didn’t see another 900,
let alone anything older. Then one evening I was turning into the
supermarket car park in Swanley when what should appear coming
round the corner the other way but a Black 99 with aero wheels. It
took both of us a while to register what we were seeing, by which
time there was only the chance of a quick wave and it was gone. So
they do still exist!

Second-hand spares - what to do?
There seems to be a glut of second-hand parts around at the
moment, perhaps as a result of the declining use of 99s. I am regularly
offered parts, and indeed complete cars. Recent items include a 1978
99 probably for spares as it has been off the road some years (the red
car below) and a 1977 model which was in use until recently (the
yellow one). There are also a large number of spares of similar
vintage. So if anyone out there is interested in either of these or needs
anything please let me know.

One problem arising from this is what to do
with the parts, which are common enough at
the moment to have little commercial value, but
which will become very difficult to find in coming
years if they are just thrown away. Most
specialists obviously don’t find storage economic,
and much as I would like to save as much as
possible I have limited space, especially for bulky
items like panels. How do you choose what to
save? Should the Club get involved? – this has
been raised before and is a difficult one, but as
far as the 99 goes one objection – that such a

move could cause conflict with specialists – seems no longer to apply
as the commercial viability of supplying such parts has almost gone.
Also there would be little cost in acquiring such parts, as most people
are just looking for a good home for them. On the other hand there is
the perennial storage problem and the question of managing the stock.
So all we need is a very large shed, or better still a barn, or even a
hangar, for a nominal rent, an inventory, a storeman… any offers?!

Tech tip – seat webbing
The webbing which supports the front seat cushion on 99s and 90s
(and 900s come to that) comes in two designs. One consists of a
sheet of rubber and material which eventually rips, giving you that
sinking feeling which you don’t normally get driving a Saab! The
second type consists of a wire mesh which is unlikely ever to fail.
They are interchangeable so you can fit the second type to any seat
and cure the problem for good, and it’s a common problem – I’ve
had both front seats go in the past year and had similar problems on
previous cars. The wire mesh requires a bit of pulling to fit, but at

least the seats come out easily. They are fixed
at the front by just two allen bolts to the
crossmember, the rear being simply hooked in
place. Once the bolts are undone the seat can
be moved forward and the rear unhooks
leaving the seat free to lift out, not forgetting 
to disconnect any seatbelt warning/heater
wiring first!

The Combi Coupe
An e-mail from David Lawson, looking for parts for his Combi Coupe,
prompted me to revisit the information I have on this model. It was
introduced 35 years ago, and was surely the most practical Saab ever
built – having the strength, simplicity and performance of a 99
combined with a hatchback and huge boot. 

They were so practical in fact that most got used to destruction and
very few survive. David’s is one that does. He writes: 

‘Our 1975 Combi has had a very full life, basically getting involved
with everything we have done as a family, as she is just so useful. As a
result she is not immaculate, but wears her battle scars with pride. In
the hurricane of 1987, the shed she lived in collapsed on top of her,
but she shrugged this incident off in typical style. What we didn‘t know
at the time was that she had cracked a wheel while supporting the
shed roof. We only found out on the motorway coming back from
Scotland when the left front wheel went past us, and we drove a few
yards on the brake disc. She was remarkably stable under the
circumstances, readily accepted the spare and continued on home!
She has had tractor engines and large pieces of slate in the boot, and
has towed a variety of things including champion Southdown sheep
and a ton of hay. Here she is letting her hair down at a photo
opportunity on a Welsh special stage.’

The Combi Coupe was built from 1974 in various forms which
included a van in 1975 (has anyone ever seen one of these?) and the
Combi’s three-door shell which was used for the first turbos in 1977.
They were finally phased out in favour of the 900 in 1979. A
hatchback was quite an innovation back then, maybe one Saab
shouldn’t have abandoned?

Stuart

old webbing to the left, new
improved to the right

All correspondence to:

STUART PAYNE , 11 Whenman Avenue Bexley, Kent DA5 2BS
Tel: 01322 521580   e-mail: orangesonett@hotmail.com



Smooth.

Smoother.

Add the Saab Wind Deflector to your 9-3 Convertible for just £371.95*

For more information about Saab Genuine Accessories 
visit your local Saab dealer today, to find your nearest 
participating dealer call 0845 300 9395

Who can resist the unique thrill and experience of traditional, wind-in-
the-hair motoring? Yet there are times when even the bravest fresh air 
enthusiast will admit to being buffeted by cold winds and chilly breezes 
within the vehicle. The Saab Wind Deflector fits neatly behind the front 
seats to prevent wind swirl within the car when the roof is lowered. 

By restricting turbulence, the air simply flows over and around the Wind 
Deflector, eliminating draughts and dramatically reducing the wind chill 
effect. The Wind Deflector has excellent view-through properties and 
when not required can be folded and stowed in the luggage compartment 
using the practical cover provided.

* Price shown includes VAT.
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99TURBOREGISTER

All correspondence to:

CHRIS FOXLEY
99 Turbo Registrar, 

E-mail: Chris99t@virgin.net

I have been doing a few jobs whilst the
turbos’ off the road. One of which is
changing the gearbox oil. I’ve always
preferred to use gear oil as opposed to
engine oil. In the past I’ve had reasonable
results with Amsoil 75w/90 synthetic, but I
felt it was a little on the heavy side when the
weather was cold (quite a lot of the time). A
few years ago after listening to our American
cousins, I thought I would give Red Line MTL
70w/80 a try. This is now the second fill that
the gearbox has had with this oil, and I feel
that the gear change is definitely sweeter,
both from cold and when thoroughly
warmed through.

The other job that I’ve done (after putting
it off for the last two years) was to fit a set of
Mr Barrow’s finest aluminium steering rack
mounts. I’ll have to wait until the car is back
on the road to see what improvements are
to be had.

Fuel Injection Hoses
As you can see, I have taken delivery of a 
set of four fuel hoses, and very nice they 
are too!

They certainly aren’t cheap at £36 each,
but the quality is in a different league to the
VW/Audi O E ones. I performed a before,
and, after flow test between the old and

new, and the new ones showed a
25ml/minute increase in fuel delivery at the
injector. So it has to be said I am more than
happy with them although rather broke
(again!). If anyone is interested the company
is Brown & Miller Racing Solutions, Tel:
01753 545554 – the contact is Barry Miller.

DO YOU OWN A SAAB OR RENAULT?
CHRIS HAMLEY SAAB SPECIALIST

25 years’ experience of providing a first rate service 
at much lower rates than main dealers
Servicing • MOTs • Exhausts • Brakes • 

Clutches • Saab & Renault Parts
Specialists in all things Saab and Renault. 
Visit us for all your servicing and repairs.

Tel 01822 855001   Fax 01822 855101
The Parade, Yelverton, Car Sales at web: www.chrishamleysaabspecialist.co.uk

e-mail: chris@saab-specialists.fsnet.co.uk
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900CLASSICREGISTER

All correspondence to:

GRAEME LAMBERT
900 Registrar, 41 Coverdale Road, 

Friern Barnet, London, N11 3FF
Telephone: 07824 902636   E-mail:

Saabc900@hotmail.com

NB Please ensure all correspondence 
is marked 900 Registrar

Back to the old school – that is what EVO
magazine has been doing for the last few
months. After last year’s successful grand
challenge feature where various members of
the editorial team drove around in sub-£1000
cars, they decided to up the ante for 2009.
Finding four convertibles under a ‘bag a sand’
didn’t seem to be too difficult, coming up with
an E30 BMW 325i, Rover MGF, Mazda MX-5
and of course a Saab c900T16 rag top. It’s not
often we see Saabs in EVO, let alone holding
their own with BMW products, but for once
the Swedish brand had a real chance of
winning.

In the end it wasn’t to be, though the
Scandinavian car did surprise a few people out
there and came home in a very respectable
second position. It is probably the highest
position a Saab has gained in one of the
magazines group tests so far – something to
be proud of then.

Turns out though that editorial director, and
need for Swede team mate, Harry Metcalfe is
no stranger to these old buses. Having
diagnosed a weak wastegate problem on their
vert, he popped into the office to discuss
tweaks and revealed that he had owned a few
of these distinctive cars when new. When the
subject of fragile gearboxes came up he let out
a laugh and grinned before he confessed that
he would always drive them like he stole
them towards the end of his first year of
ownership. Unsurprisingly the box would
often go pop, at which point he’d have it
rebuilt under warranty by Saab!

Of course we don’t have the luxury of a
Saab warranty on our examples, and neither
did EVO on their rag-top, but even with the 
0-100-0 challenge the gearbox survived.
Harry did admit to being a little cautious
though – it’s amazing what a difference that
peace of mind can make!

On to the registrations this time then – Tim
Masterson registers his newly acquired
convertible this month, as does Stephen
Broadhurst who has a T8 special. Chris
Pownal also dropped me a line about the two
c900s that he shares with his brother Ernest.
Sharing – sounds like a good idea to me, at
least to half the running costs anyway (can I
tempt anyone to go ‘halfers’ on mine?!?).

Anyway, the first model is a 900iSE, just like
the one John Daniel requested information
about in the last issue. H233 GKC is
described as being ‘not concours, but A2
condition. An excellent long-distance tourer
that we have owned for three years. Seats
and trim are excellent while the headlining is
dropping. Used in conjunction with our 900S

LPT it is the perfect workhorse. J813 DSP is
almost concours however, needing only some
light rust in the engine bay tidied. The
headlining is still perfect and the car has been
owned by the brothers for six years.’

Sounds like a good combination to me, but
I reckon you need a convertible model to
complete the line up lads!

Thanks to everyone who replied both to
myself and John Daniel regarding his query on
the 900i special edition. Like other models in
the c900 range it seems these cars have
captured the imaginations of a few people out
there – and plenty are still on our roads.

Our next enquiry comes from Geoff
Wilson (7769), who purchased a last-of-the-
line Ruby model in 2005. Bought over eBay it
needed some tidying to bring it back to its
former glory, but Geoff’s question isn’t over
parts or that elusive Zegna, but how many
were made for the UK market? Certainly the
answer I have come up with puts it at 150
examples, but I’m willing to hear otherwise
from those more knowledgeable. So if you
know, please get in touch and I can pass on
the information.

Nothing much to report on my own car –
after a promotion at work I’m driving it less
and less. In the last twelve months I have only
done around 7000 miles, though most of
them were completed in the first half of the
year. It looks like my annual average is going
to be closer to 4000 miles, which can only be
a good thing. The newly installed LSD still
makes me grin, and I think it could be the best
modification I have made to the car in my
ownership.

MOT passed but it did fail to proceed on
the way back from the garage though – a
hose from the turbo melting and emptying the
coolant over a handy petrol station. At the
time of writing it has been bodged back
together, but the current plan is simply to do
away with the water cooling completely and
stick with oil, just like the originals. Old school
or what?

Graeme

New Registrations

Name: Timm Masterson
Model: 900i convertible
Mileage: 44,000
Reg: G5 AAB (1992)
Chassis 
number: YS3AD75S2N7010760
Colour: Blue

Name: Stephen Broadhurst
Model: T8 Special
Mileage: 114500
Reg: G175 WDG
Chassis 
number: YS3AD35S5K7032398
Colour: Black

Name: Chris and Ernest Pownal
Area: Denbighshire
Model: 900i SE
Mileage: 151300
Reg: H233 GKC
Colour: Blue

Name: Chris and Ernest Pownal
Area: Denbighshire
Model: 900 S LPT
Mileage: 119200
Reg: J813 DSP
Colour: Red
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Now that the weather is getting a bit better I have to think about
changing the oil and petrol filters, oh yes and change the oil, fit a
turbo gauge, wire in the satnav, sort out the driver’s door-lock
motor and try and seal the windscreen again. That should keep me
occupied for an hour or two.

I have not had much success on the reflector re-plating front,
found one place in England that will do it, minimum order 1,000. A
place in the USA will do individual ones but when the shipping costs
are added it is not worth it. However, I will keep going. David
Everett has completed the fitting of his Xenon lights, has not driven
behind the new set-up yet. The fitting of 100W bulbs does not
delay the clouding of the reflectors, which is the problem. Steve
Pryke has found a firm which says that they can do them for about
£90. Steve says that he will try them at a later date.

I am aware of Dave Garnett’s 9000 history, but I am more
interested in the Italian side of the story. My appealing for Type Four
information has had several people sending me all sorts of details;

the most interesting was from Rupert Wilkins’ ex-Lotus Project
Engineer. He goes into some detail of the history of the Saab 9000,
Fiat Cromer, Lancia Thema and Alfa Romeo 164. The latter
appears to be the car that is closest in performance to the Saab and
it was the last to go into production. The main problem that the
Fiat group had was that they had never produced a powerful front-
wheel drive car before so they had problems. When the Type 4
project was started Alfa were not part of the Fiat Empire, so it was
not until 1988 that the Alfa Romeo 164 reached the market. The
164 was fitted with a variety of Alfa engines starting with the 2.0
twin spark and finishing with the gorgeous Arese-produced 3.0 litre
V6. In 1993 Alfa had moved onto the Q4 four-wheel drive option
that was never shared with Saab – now who’s going to take that
project on? When I think that I have enough information a longer
article will be written. Anybody got any pictures of the Saab 600?
According to Rupert Wilkins this was a Lancia Delta that had been
‘worked on’ by Saab.

SPRING HAS SPRUNG!
After the ice has been
scraped off the windows

9000REGISTER
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New Registrations

Name Location Car Registration

Keith Linton Manchester 9000 Aero P914 YVL

Nick Degg Newcastle-under-Lyme 9000CSE fpt 2.3 ?

Allen Barker Glossop 9000Aero R640 KPR

Steve Pryke Pembrokeshire 9000CSE IUI 3525

Robert Bucher Merseyside 9000CDE M900 OTS

Andrew O’Neill St Peter Port, Guernsey 9000Aero 34599

D G Wooton North Chapel, W Sussex 9000 2litre turbo D514 VPN

Keith Linton sent me a missive about his various Saabs, suffice to say that the comfort and
quality of old Saabs, especially the 9000, is superb.

Nick Degg is a lucky chap, sold his 900 classic in October, got made redundant in November
which meant the company 9-3 went, no Saab over Christmas and only £450 to spend on a 9000.
It all comes to he who waits and along came Auto Trader with advert for: Saab 9000, Turbo, Blue,
MOT and Tax – £300

The car being only 30 miles away you couldn’t see Nick’s back for dust. Now 2,500 miles later,
and a new job, Nick is a very happy bunny indeed. There might be a picture of Nick’s heading
this article if I can get the bells and whistles to work!

Making things last
As you probably know I have been on this earth for 67 years, in
this time I have seen many changes in the world. Up to the mid-
sixties we lived in a society that attempted to repair broken
objects, most petrol car engines could not cover more than
40,000 miles without a de-coke and by 90,000 miles a rebore
was usually required. The exceptions to this were the Swedish
products but their initial purchase price was commensurately
higher. As manufacturing techniques became more sophisticated,
eg computer-controlled machining, prices came down and life
expectancy of mechanical objects became longer. The downside
to this is that, for instance, gearboxes are replaced and not
stripped down for repair. The ironical thing is that as the reliability
of modern cars has increased we have been able to afford to
change them more frequently. As the credit crunch started to bite
the purchase of cars took a nose dive, have we seen the end of
the consumer society as we know it? I wonder if the consumer
will now look at keeping items for longer. When I was a spotty
teenager my parents went out and bought a three-piece suite that
was meant to last at least 15 years. Last year I overheard a couple
saying that they had had their lounge chairs for two years and it
was about time that they changed them.

Our 9000 is fifteen years old this year, and after the Type 4
exercise the car that shone out on the quality stakes was the Saab.
Should Saabs go back to making quality cars as they were in the
beginning? When we come out of this recession I think that there
will be a case for high quality consumables. What Saab has learnt,
and not GM, is that quality and development go hand in hand,
friends who get in the 9000 and do not know about Saabs are
surprised that this car was developed about twenty years ago. The
performance and comfort provided by the car and its useful
standard ‘accessories’ are a bit of a surprise. I get a number of
letters from 9000 owners and ex-owners about the build quality
of the cars, long-life engines and bodies are all very well, but it is
no good if the car ain’t screwed together properly.

That’s it for another couple of months, happy Saabing.
John

All correspondence to:

JOHN CROOK
57 Brett Green, Upper Layham

Ipswich, Suffolk IP7 5LX
Telephone: 01473 827557

E-mail johnthecrook@btinternet.com

AS MANUFACTURING
TECHNIQUES BECAME MORE
SOPHISTICATED, EG
COMPUTER-CONTROLLED
MACHINING, PRICES CAME
DOWN AND LIFE EXPECTANCY
OF MECHANICAL OBJECTS
BECAME LONGER. THE
DOWNSIDE TO THIS IS THAT,
FOR INSTANCE, GEARBOXES
ARE REPLACED AND NOT
STRIPPED DOWN FOR REPAIR. 
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� The largest used Saab Centre specialist in
West London

� Family business established here 25 years

� Saabs supplied with parts and labour 
warranty available

� Saabs found to suit you the customer 
with our full workshop back-up

� Finance terms available subject to
acceptance

� Insurance-approved alarms and 
immobilisers fitted

� Part exchanges welcomed

� Open Mondays to Fridays 8am to 7pm 
or later by appointment
Saturdays 9.30am to 3.30pm

0208 579 2969
193-199 Northfield Ave, 
Ealing, London, W13 9QU
or fax 0208 840 0469

www.uses.co.uk
mail@uses.co.uk
Saab’s Bought for cash £££

30 Years, Experience as a Dealer now

INDEPENDENT SAAB SPECIALIST
We offer SAAB Dealer Experience at Specialist Prices

• New & Used Car Sales • New, Used & Budget Parts
• Service & MOT • 10% Discount for SOC members

Tel: 01427 752332
www.regmorrisgarages.co.uk

1 Doncaster Road, Westwoodside, Doncaster

Reg MorriS GarageSReg MorriS GarageS

SAAB
SPECIALIST

HIGHER OAK GARAGE
Telephone 01978 661709

www.saab-higheroak.co.uk
� SALES   � SERVICE
� PARTS

SAAB Trained Technicians.
Modern, well equipped workshop.
Collection arranged.
Courtesy Car.

CHESTER
WREXHAM

S.S. MOTORS
SAAB Specialists with many years experience

Phone for a quote for servicing & repairs

All models catered for

Unit 8, Spitfire Quay, Hazel Road,
Woolston,Southampton SO19 7GB

TELEPHONE: 023 8044 4119
Website: www.ssmotors.co.uk

� �

CLUB SCHEME
Members may now obtain Stainless Steel Exhaust Systems 

at very competitive prices.

Subject to the manufacturerʼs guarantee terms and conditions

their guarantee is for life for as long as you keep the car.

Your contract is directly with the manufacturers who provide a

VAT invoice along with the formal guarantee.

Membersʼ prices include 17.5% VAT and delivery UK

Mainland. Quotations supplied for deliveries elsewhere.

Systems are also available for a wide range of other

makes/types of vehicle. A range of Stainless steel clamps is

also available at £6.22 each including VAT plus, if sent

separately, p+p £3 per parcel.

Orders should be made directly to Guaranteed Exhaust

Systems Ltd. Tel: 01884 821237 Fax: 01884 820631 

e-mail: sales@gsexhausts.co.uk quoting: Name, Address,

Telephone Number, Membership Number and relevant vehicle

details including Registration Number. Immediate payment to

Guaranteed Exhaust Systems Ltd either by acceptable credit

card, cheque or cash. (Website: www.gsexhausts.co.uk) Think

stainless... with a lifetime guarantee and benefit as so many

have already – Order in good time – Avoid disappointment

when your present exhaust fails. This scheme is offered

without any liability or recourse to the Club or its Officials.

Some of the systems currently available are:      
CAR YEAR         MEMBER         EQUIV 

PRICE RRP
V4 95 £338.49 £449  
90 2L SAL 84-86 £300.10 £410
99L GL EMS GLS GLE SAL 76 on £297.82 £407
900 GL GLE EMS GLS CD 79-83 £297.94 £410
900 900i 85-90 £343.07 £410
900 Turbo 81-82 £399.61 £546
900 Turbo 84 on £386.85 £529
900i 16V Cat 89-91 £263.39 £359
900i 2L 16V HB 88-91 £343.07 £470
900i 2L 16V CAT 91-93 £235.10 £320
900i 2.3L CAT 16V 10/93 on £394.16 £540
900 Turbo CAT 8V 89 on £249.12 £339
900i 2L Turbo 16V CAT 10/93 on £394.16 £540
900i 2L Auto CAT 10/93 on £394.16 £540
900i 2L CAT Manual 10/93 on £330.81 £451
900i 2.3L CAT 93 on £394.16 £540
900i 2.5L CAT V6 24V 94 on £345.69 £473
9000 Turbo 16V HB 5dr NFP 85-88 £376.42 £515
9000 9000i 86-88 £376.42 £470
9000 2Li Turbo CAT CS 92 on £300.15 £521
9-3 2.01 CAT B2041 02/98 on £410.44 £526
9-3 2.01 CAT Turbo B204L 02/98 on £403.92 £526
9-3 2.01 CAT B2341 02/98-09/98 £410.44 £526
9-3 2.2L TDI CAT HB 03/98 on £411.42 £546
9-5 2LI 2.3LI Turbo CAT Sal 06/97-09/01 £463.54 £618
9-5 2LI CAT Est 06/97 on £387.84 £514
9-5 2.3LI Turbo CAT Sal 07/99 on £463.54 £712
9-5 2.3LI CAT Est 07/00 on £475.26 £750
9-5 2.3LI Turbo CAT Sal 06/97-09/01 £463.54 £712
9-5 3LI Turbo CAT Sal 06/97-09/01 £420.87 £559

STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUSTS

Catalytic systems are supplied excluding front pipe and CAT.
In course of introduction are catalytic converters to fit some Saab models
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Simply Saab have the largest stock
of new and used Saab parts in the
South West with over 50,000 lines.
We export to all parts of the
world, Saab main dealers as well as
private individuals. Having such a
good supply of items inc. alloy
wheels, leather interiors and
uprated parts allows us to make
your car that little bit extra special
and individual.

So what does this mean to YOU?... 
By making sure our level of
customer service and satisfaction is
as high as we would expect for
ourselves we have managed to
build a reputation for quality
through repeated
recommendation.
Andrew Caddick
Sales Manager, Simply-Saab

SIMPLY SAAB
9 Clothier Road, Brislington, Bristol, BS4 5PS
www.simply-saab.com   E-mail: saabs@simply-saab.com
Fax:  0117 9044469

Saab Sales: 0117 9074298
New/Used Parts: 0117 9406151

The Workshop: 0117 9406121

Services we provide
• Full workshop facilities.
• Sales of used and nearly new quality Saabs.
• Unrivalled parts supply with over 6000 sq

feet of new and used genuine Saab parts.
• Fast mail order of all parts via TNT to all

parts of the UK and beyond.
• In house gearbox and engine rebuilds.
• Full Tech 2 computer programming

including new 9-3 and 9-5.
• Bodywork and insurance approved repairs.
• Loan cars available free of charge for all

work subject to availability.

9-3 Convertible Hood Motors 1999>2003
We have just launched a new re-conditioning service for 9-3 hood
motors, we offer a next day service on these motors and as with all
our hood motors and pumps they are covered by 12 months
warranty. The price is £295.00 + vat exchange, please contact our
parts department on 01179 406151 for further information. 

Saab 9-3 1998-2003 Reconditioned hood rams 
We now stock fully reconditioned 9-3 (1998-2003) hood rams for
only £125.00 + vat this is for any of the four rams including the rams
with switches. These rams are available from stock, and we also
provide a fast fitting and programing service for all 9-3 and 900
hoods. 

900GM Hood Motors 1994>1998
If you are suffering hood problems, we are the UK's premier specialist
in all types of hood repairs to all 900/900GM/9-3 models. We have all
the latest computer equipment and operate a reconditioning service
for 900 1994 > 1998 convertible hood motors. We fit our own
designed new and improved gears that do not suffer from the same
problems as the original Saab parts. We also fit extra support
brackets and thoroughly check the motor for operation after
rebuilding. We are experts in this field and supply many independent
and main dealers in the UK and worldwide. The price for this service
is £270.00 + vat, and cover this service with 12 months warranty. If
you wish to order or need more information please contact me on
01179 406151.

We believe that our continual
growth over the last 15 years
has been no accident
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‘Service theft alarm’ updates
Colin Bevan, Member No. 0086609D-9 writes: 

‘I couldn’t get this e-mail (in response to final item in your 9-5
update on Page 52 of last issue of Driver) off much quicker – the
magazine was only delivered this morning!

‘Anyway, having had the dreaded ‘Service Theft Alarm’ appear with
increasing regularity on the dash display of my R-Reg 23.SE, I took off
to my local Saab Specialist (the highly-recommended Robert Holden
of Salhouse, near Norwich) to find out just what was involved.

The Tech 2 read-out indicated – as in your own case, I guess –
that the battery in the alarm siren unit was failing and that (I guess
almost inevitably, these days) the damned thing was in a sealed unit.

Quoted cost for replacement was £176 for a new unit plus fitting.
However, I did discover from an Internet search and e-mail that Two-
Stroke to Turbo at Bassingbourn-cum-Kneesworth, near Royston,
Herts, could offer a second-hand unit without guarantee at £45,
reconditioned unit with 12 months’ warranty at £85 or a genuine new
Saab unit with two-year warranty at £120 (all plus VAT and postage).

‘Having been warned by Robert not to get a unit without a
warranty but being unwilling to spend more than strictly necessary –
as my 9-5 is increasingly (and expensively) showing its age and is
likely to be replaced this summer – I went for the middle option and
had this fitted by Robert’s very helpful sidekick, Nigel.

‘As you say, replacing the battery in the unit obviously involved
‘breaking the seal’ – but Two-Stroke (or whoever they use to
accomplish the task) had managed to do that and re-fix the cover
with four screws.

‘Given that the unit came with a 12-month warranty, I assume
they were confident that the unit, as supplied, remained water-tight.

‘So, if anybody encountering a similar problem wants to save
themselves a bit of money (around £70 in my case), without taking a
risk on a part without any guarantee, I would suggest giving Two
Stroke a try.

Stuart Abercrombie (Membership No. 5224 D-9) writes: 

‘I was interested to read your pages in the March/April Driver and
resulting from that have written to Richard and sent a copy to you
about dismantling the horn box. I wonder whether a later version of
the horn box exists which is truly sealed for life.

‘I share your concerns about insurance companies’ attitude to
running the car without an alarm system, which is why I have spent
some time trying to get the system working fully. However, I do not
know how I can do a test to see if the system is working properly. Is
there one? Preferably not involving Tech 2 as I seem to have paid for
a new machine at my friendly Saab specialist who has kept me going.

‘Whilst I am writing to you, I would like to register the car. It is V
248 HDU 9-5 Aero Estate (Midnight Blue) and I am well pleased
with it. It is the best Saab that I have owned and all of them have
been most enjoyable.’

Stuart has sorted the problem
At last some progress on the alarm problem on my 9-5.

I removed the horn box from the car and opened it up. Inside
were two 3-volt lithium batteries which even after two months off
the car were still holding charge at 3.3 volts. So apparently no
problem there. I got my electronic whizz kid pal to check out the
circuit board and his report was that all seemed OK. So I sealed the
box up.

Prior to replacing it in the car, I took a look at the glass break alarm
sensor and cleaned out a few fly corpses. This may have improved
things in that area. The car has now been used for three weeks with
the alarm fully reinstated and no false alarms have happened. In an
attempt to isolate any possible false alarms, I try to remember to
disable the tilt and glass break sensor by using the function on the
night panel switch.

I shall now drive the car and hope that no further false alarming
occurs. At least I am no worse off than I was when I started. I must
say that getting into the alarm was no problem and sealing it just as
easy. Simple removal of six screws and breaking the seal with a knife
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blade got me in, and to seal again I used silicone sealant. Once again
many thanks for your help to try to solve this problem – it remains to
be seen whether a solution has been achieved.

Alarming news
Keith Warburton Membership No. 014644D writes: 

‘My V6 Griffin Estate MY2000 also suffers from an alarm with a
mind of its own, the typical symptom being a rapid exit from bed
sometime between midnight and 3.00am on a winter’s morning,
accompanied by some robust cursing.

‘Other sufferers from this malady have indicated that the only cure
is to replace the complete siren unit because its batteries that have
failed, and since it’s a sealed unit you can’t be sure of getting it all
weather-tight again if you attempt merely to replace the batteries. I’m
sure you’ll be delighted to hear that there is a low cost home-applied
upgrade available.

‘There is a comprehensive treatise on this very topic posted on
the Saabscene.com website. For £20 in Maplin parts and 30-minutes
work one can remove the guts of the unit, replace the batteries and
rebuild it all into a re-sealable box, also available from Maplin’s. The
author ‘SuperSwede66’ subsequently found that he’d not completely
cured the problem and needed to replace the capacitors as well, but
for just another few coins, and happily the box he was using was re-
sealable. His view is that anyone with a soldering iron and solder-
sucker could do this.

‘That may well be the case, and although I do indeed possess the
two aforementioned tools, I have absolutely no inclination to go
through the process of removing the wheel-arch liner and generally
faffing about with printed circuits boards – that’s not the buzz I get
from my Saabing. But I think there’s definitely an opportunity for an
enterprising person to establish a Siren Swap-Out Service, where
Saab specialists can buy re-fettled units for fitting to cars such as mine.
I wouldn’t mind paying £50 or even more for an upgraded siren unit,
and another hour’s labour to have it fitted. If this problem is

endemic, as it seems to be, and likely to hit most 9-5s over five years
old, there would seem to be full-time jobs in this marketplace for
several people.’

Numbers?
Does anyone know how many 9-5 Griffins were produced? I have
only seen one other Griffin Estate on the road, in all the time I’ve
had mine. Saab GB is completely useless, saying that model
production or sales figures have not been retained. A blasé statement
that I find shocking, but perhaps also indicative of the malaise that one
might think is at the root of the GM Saab’s problems. In order to
plan one’s way forward, you need to know where you are today,
and in order to understand that you have to know where you’ve
come from. It’s no wonder Saab seems lost.

Tim Powell Membership No. 016578 writes: 
‘I’ve been a SOC member for c10 years and mailed the 9000

section to register a prior vehicle, but never saw the entry.
Affection for Saabs started like so many of us when spirited

performances in the Monte Carlo rally sparked the romance of the
marque. In the early 1970s a well-heeled pal of my brother’s got a
96 given to him for his university stay. I vividly recall the V4 sound,
and column change, and they regaled us with many tales of looning
about to 8-track cassette tunes of the day. ICE has really come a long
way, given I was then a Mini owner with a Roberts radio sliding back
and forth along the rear parcel shelf.

‘In the 1980s my other brother bought a second-hand 900 Saloon.
The characteristics of the brand seen more at first hand impressed,
especially so when the car was written off when someone hit him,
and he walked away unscathed. He bought another.

‘So when I became a casualty of a corporate takeover in 2000,
and had got myself sorted, but needed a car, I spotted a great 9000
CD ‘N’ Reg, Westminster Blue. On visiting Ferry Meadows locally
one Saturday to walk the dogs I was directed away from my usual

All correspondence to:  

TIM, JULIAN AND TREVOR BAYES

10 Barrington Avenue, Jessops Wood,
The Reddings, Cheltenham GL51 6TY

Telephone/Fax: 01452 855551   
E-mail: 9-5@saabclub.co.uk
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parking area by a smiling, but official-looking ‘warden’ type. Assuming
it was the country park assisting me with obviously some event being
held, I followed his directions, only to find he had assumed I was an
exhibit. It was a Saab rally, and I saw the SOC and joined up – a
happy coincidence.

‘I swapped the CD for an Anniversary LPT 2.0 CSE Auto in 2002,
a ‘P’ Reg, Scarabe Green, which was a delight to drive, and all along I
have really preferred the flexibility of a hatchback or ‘shooting brake’.
An interesting provenance because I believe it was a right-hand drive
purchased to UK spec which did spend some time in Belgium. All
through, my local family-owned dealership Crightons of
Peterborough provided first-class servicing. The only major-ish
component failure I had was the water pump, and that conveniently
failed in their forecourt.

‘I was confident of the car, so hankering after more power my
thoughts turned to Abbots. An ECU upgrade to c 200BHP with
competition filter and partial exhaust replacement, transformed it into an
even more remarkably tractable and enjoyable vehicle. Whilst the BHP
was increased by 33%, the affect on the torque was greater – albeit
upping the insurance by two notches. Still – great fun and great value.

‘Sadly the auto gearbox showed evidence of failure and at around
110,000 miles it needed replacement. Crightons could have replaced
it for a normal – but expensive – new box. Being official agents they
could offer nothing else. At that time not much change out of £2000
as I recall. Local investigation with a gearbox specialist on a tip from
them yielded an offer to rebuild it at c £1000.

However, Two-Stroke to Turbo came up trumps with a new ‘Aero’
rated box at under half the price – around £800. I can’t speak highly
enough of the guys there. So much so the additional deal they
offered to uprate the alloys from the minilites and install an anti-roll
bar for the rear suspension was accepted too. A further example of
Saab enthusiast businesses whose only concern is to ensure that as
they turn a reasonable buck, the owner experience remains
exceptionally positive and the longevity of any Saab is assured for as
long as reasonably achievable.

‘Sadly, family circumstances with an aged parent meant I was piling
on the miles so I had to consider a newer vehicle. So in 2006
Crightons did me a great deal for a 9-5 Aero Estate Auto. It was a
low mileage completely mint car they’d originally sold to a local
businessman, and needing to whip the private plate off it, they
registered it as AF04 FTD. I have since racked up 34,000 trouble-
free miles, apart from one glitch with the self-levelling headlights.

‘It really does perform stunningly. A certain German marque’s
offerings may better it in outright cornering capability, but in the real
world the driving experience is very rewarding, even in standard
form. Mid-gear acceleration – even with the auto – is amazing, a real
safety consideration with overtaking. It’s capable of 150mph+ on the
autobahn, but pottering down to Suffolk last year I got 50mpg out of
it. Any run will achieve 30-34.

‘I look forward to the new 9-5 when it appears in due course.
Until then this one will continue to deliver pleasure and value far
beyond what I could get elsewhere unless I spent a relative fortune
to exchange.

‘Finally, my wife’s one-year-old cute but unreliable Peugeot 207cc
1.6 GT Auto was thankfully swapped for a wonderful Crighton’s
demonstrator 9-3 1.8 LPT Convertible 2007 Reg. (A certain Banbury

Peugeot main dealer really does need to get its act together. We had
very poor service from them on some warranty repairs.) Now even
my wife really understands the difference between ‘fluff and style’
with good engineering and style. She is delighted with it. So was my
brother who survived the smash all that time ago. So was the
American forces officer who was more impressed with the 9000
CSE parked outside his house than the financial service I was talking
to him about. ‘REEEAAAL engineering boy!’ 

‘So in no particular order here are a few musings from a bloke
who has been driving Saab for (only) 10 years…

‘I know they’re built under GM’s wing and that frustrates the
purists, but without doubt the Swedish tradition lives on bringing
something very special and tangible to what would otherwise be
merely another take on prosaic daily transport.

‘They may be marginally more expensive to run than some
‘ordinary’ marques but to me their peerless safety, sporty nature,
and particular style deserves continued recognition and support from
anyone interested in a rounded and complete ownership package.
Reliability is much better than average.

‘Dealers I have dealt with are among the best. Not necessarily the
absolute rock bottom cheapest, but in terms of honesty, integrity, and
a real desire to keep you as a client, invariably a pleasure to deal with.
The enthusiast also has a substantial and expert resource in the
network of experts and fettling businesses equally willing just to talk 
to you to just make sure you get what you want out of your 
owning experience.

‘And if your desire is only to own a car which gets you from A to
B reliably and at reasonable cost – for what it offers – you too are
well served and can be confident in both the essential integrity of
the cars and the businesses who are involved with them. In my
experience they are on your side, seeing the sense in a satisfied
clientele being the best path to a healthy P&L account.

‘My only fear is that the reported losses Saab continues to incur
within the GM family will adversely affect the marque’s future, just at
a time when it is clear exciting model plans for the future are taking
shape. A symptom of that is the commercial reality with which I
understand Crightons – as of this year – are no longer a franchise
dealership. Whilst they remain fully licensed service agents and will
be continuing to be involved closely with the brand, I believe they
were unwilling to involve themselves in a substantial pre-registration
programme sought by the manufacturer.

‘It is a great pity that the imperatives of the manufacturer have
adversely affected a very fine standard bearer for the brand here. Mind
you I am not an anorak who has formed a blind emotional attachment
to Saab. I cannot weald any sort of spanner. I am merely a normal
punter who continues to find Saabs an impressive answer for reliable,
safe and quick transport needs, with a degree of flair that sweetens the
pill of typical running costs today. Long may that continue.

‘So if I have not bored you guys to death with the foregoing, and
you are still awake, I would like to register AF04 FTD on the 9-5
Register. A Glacier Blue Aero Estate Auto with grey leather interior and
all toys except sat-nav. Also, please accept my compliments to you for
contributing your time to the Saab family as you do, not least to making
the Driver magazine a ‘must read’ as it drops through the door. Well
done to you guys, and all your compatriots on the Driver cause.

Trevor
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MICHAEL FOULKES A.M.I.M.I

• Service, Repairs and Sales  
• Other makes catered for 
• Free Courtesy Car Available 
• Air Conditioning Service & 
Repairs 

95 Heater Box Shafts broken? – don’t despair – we can replace them at
very reasonable costs
Member of the Good garage scheme.com
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Independent SAAB Specialist North Wales

Unit 28, Tir Llwyd Industrial Estate, Kinmel Bay, Rhyl LL18 5JA
Tel: 01745 343642   Mobile: 07860 511935

Motorvation
SAAB 900, 9000, 9-3, 9-5 SPECIALISTS

Established 1985

TEL: 01892 825208 FAX: 01892 822447
E-MAIL: chris@motorvationsaab.co.uk

SERVICING:
Menu Prices (Free Courtesy Car)
PARTS:
Genuine New or Used, Quality 
Imported (Mail Order if required)
Customer Cars for Sale (Listed free)

CAPEL GARAGE,
HALFMOON LANE,
TUDELEY,
TONBRIDGE,
KENT TN11 0PT

A friendly service where ADVICE IS ALWAYS FREE!

As a Member of Saab, this offer is available to you and your immediate family** 
at enrolment or renewal. Calls may be recorded and/or monitored.

*Discounts are based on standard RAC retail prices at the time of application with payment on a continuous
annual basis, prices may vary if payment is by other methods. 
**Immediate family members are those who are related to you and live in the same household, up to a
maximum of 4 additional people. Offer applies to personal based cover, does not apply to RAC Solutions and
cannot be used with any other promotion. Full terms and conditions apply, which are available on request.

Join now from only £32.25* 
at rac.co.uk/join/member

or call 0800 581 077 
quoting code: DT 1014

Special Member Offer.

25%* OFF RAC Breakdown Membership.
This year, next year, every year.
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MOTORSPORT

Jim Valentine and Andy Harris
Sunseeker Rallye
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The Sunseeker Rallye set off from the Bournemouth Winter
Gardens on Friday night. From the start line in the ornamental
park (did I imagine seeing a crazy golf course?) you turn under
the bridge, head towards Bournemouth Pier and then turn 90
left in front of it down onto the seaside promenade.

This is one of the quirkiest spectator stages in Britain and
brings out hordes of spectators, 10,000 according to the
council. I’d like to think most people had come to see the cars,
but it would be dishonest to suggest that the charming young
ladies from Turbo Dynamics and a local table-dancing club
weren’t providing – how can I put it? – an alternative focus.

We made a real mess of this first stage. As you come on to
the promenade the route is slowed by a number of complicated
chicanes. As I approached the first one in the dark it was
difficult to make out the entrance. I put the car as far right as I
could, there didn’t seem to be anything to prevent one going
even further over. Three day-glo marshals lit up in the spotlights
ahead of the car were a clue that something was amiss. You
could tell from their body language and looks of terror that they
were unsure which way to run to avoid me. It turns out I had
mounted the pavement alongside the promenade and in my
efforts to get wide for the approaching chicane was about to
launch onto the beach itself.

The second stage went a little better, as at least we knew
which way the stage went and weren’t going to make any
strange sandcastles. Yet nasty noises from the front of the car
revealed (on the return to service) a totally fried set of front
pads. The front brakes had worn down so hard they’d gone
metal to metal. Grateful to arrive back at service at all, we heard
that a Mitsubishi had hit a lamp post on the pier at 106mph
and closed the stage. Rumours were flying around the service
area that the accident had been fatal. Sobering stuff, you are
not often forced to confront the fact that your pastime can be
properly dangerous. As it turned out, the crew were
hospitalised but okay. The closure was not just for the recovery
of the crew but also because the crash had exposed live electric
cables making the stage unsafe.

Day two and the second leg started
better. We bedded in new brakes on the
way to the stage start and hoped for the
best on a short stage. Our tyre pressures
were all wrong and the back of the car
was way too loose and unpredictable.
Oh, and we set fire to the plastic bit of
the sump guard, arriving at the stop line
with flames coming out from underneath
the car. A hurried visit to the chase car
meant we dropped some five minutes
down the running order by arriving late at
the next stage. With the tyre pressures
lower we pressed on over the next stages
and the car was handling much better,
with less of it on fire.

The back end was still too loose and did
what the two-stroke used to do, dancing
left and right when you are flat out in a

27-28 February, 2009
Team Jayhawk

The Polar Bear brake turning into a corner on Wareham Heath
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straight line. How much of this is down to
the suspension set up and how much tyre
choice (we are running on some old
Maxsport stock while we sort the car out)
remains to be seen. Either way it is a
terrifying trait at 80mph on a forest track.

As if the day wasn’t going badly
enough, I managed to get the car stuck
on the Sommerley House stage. Couldn’t
believe it. On the approach to a right turn
off the track for an artificial chicane I
moved the car over to the left of the
stage. Next thing I knew I was about 100
metres short of the turn and the nearside
wheel picked up a rut on the left of the
stage. Incredible, it looked so innocuous.
I travelled about 100 metres down the
side of the road with the front left tyre
locked in the rut. More throttle/less
throttle, more lock on the wheel/less lock
on the wheel, it didn’t seem to make any
difference and we came to a halt, still on

stage with the car beached. No one could
have made sense of the animal noises
that came from me at that point.
Marshals rushed to our assistance (I don’t
think we were the only car to get stuck
here) but as car after car went past I
began to fear we would drop out of the
rally altogether. Finally with eight people
pushing and a long bar under the sump
guard we found some drive, got out of the
rut and flew down the rest of the stage.
We made the end of it in just enough time
to avoid being excluded from the rally.

Somewhat chastened, we ploughed on
only to hear a new knocking noise from
the front-end. We found out later that we
had bust the front engine mounting. Since
the engine was rearing up unsecured in
the engine bay it was stopping on the first
thing it could find, namely the radiator.
With the front engine mounting gone we
got lucky when the two last stages

cancelled in front of us. Had we continued
we probably would have wrecked the
radiator completely and perhaps achieved
some really expensive damage.

Times? Well we were seven seconds a
mile slower than the fastest equivalent
car. A very long gap competitively; we
need to be about 8mph faster. This would
have been depressing but for the fact
that I wasn’t happy with the way I was
driving. I think our tyre choice was wrong
and we were fighting reliability and
preparation issues all through the event.
However, Andy has had some useful
additional experience in the navigator’s
seat and, given the mechanical upsets,
we were lucky to finish at all.

We have sorted out some weak points
in the car. We know what we are looking
to develop in terms of handling on the
rough and against the odds we got a
finish. We came second last, so we can
only do better on the next event. We’ll be
at the Severn Valley on 29-30 May. If you
are near Builth Wells that weekend do
drop by and say hello to us in service at
the showground there or wave to us on
the stages.

Puddle on a straight. If you look closely you
can see that mud has obscured all forward
vision for the driver.
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It had been 12 months since our last
event, which was Rockingham 2007 due
to most of Steve and Dave’s time being
taken up with the preparation of Jim’s 99
rally car ready for his assault on the
2008 HRCC.

After a few conversations with Steve it
was decided that we should have at least
one outing this year, so we throw in a last
minute entry for the Rockingham stages.

We arrived at the circuit to be greeted
with the customary rain and 60mph
winds that are starting to become the
norm at Rockingham in December (as
well as the cold… sorry man flu Steve
picks up days before the event starts).
The first thing that surprised me was you
could quite clearly see the impact the
current financial climate was having on
the sport, there were no reserves and the
standard of class and entry was
somewhat less exotic than on previous
years… but enough of that.

The team for this weekend was Dave
on spanners, with Ian and Tony (Dad)
assisting. Not much had changed on the

car for last year but the new Proflex
suspension promised much.

We signed on, got the road book and
surveyed the next two days’ rallying.
Stages 9 and 10 (last two stages) were 13
miles a piece so it wouldn’t be over until
the fat lady was singing. Stages 3 and 4
were to be run in darkness so the trusty
light pod would be dusted off to show us
the way once again.

The circuit was very wet and being
seeded in the 50s gave us chance to
watch the top boys show us the way (or
not as the case by be). After watching all
of the top 10 have some form of
altercation a last minute tyre change was
undertaken, which would prove to be a
great move on our behalf.

Stages 1 and 2 went well with the
damp conditions and the mud thrown on
the track from all the incidents before us
causing a few interesting moments.
Despite it being damp we managed to get
into the top 40 with the rebuilt Proflex
suspension working well.

Stages 3 and 4 were in darkness so the

trusty light pod and Potti were brought
out of retirement. Stage 3 was OK with a
steady run into 38th OA. Stage 4 was a
disaster; we were pushing pretty hard
knowing that with a good stage we could
move into the top 30 before the overnight
halt. Everything felt great, the notes were
flowing and we’d passed at least five cars
above us so we looked at moving into the
top 30 before the overnight halt. Then
came the only accident myself and Steve
have had together. The notes were 200 >
Left 5 @ pit wall, (which in English means
a 90 degree left at the end of a 200 metre
straight at the pit wall). Steve was pushing
hard and was carrying a lot more speed
into the corner than on SS3, the front
wheels locked up on the shiny wet tarmac
and we slid into the concrete wall. We
surveyed the damage after being towed
back into service but a damaged
intercooler (don’t carry a spare) and
chassis leg proved too much work for one
evening so we were OTL.

Roll on 2009...
Andrew Hewitt

The Oulton Park Gold Cup meeting will again see the usual mix
of classic racing and saloon cars on track. It is the 40th
Anniversary of the first European Formula 5000 race, which took
place at Oulton.

Also at the event, 50 Years of the Mini will be celebrated
with a display and parade. Also, 40 years of the ‘Italian Job’
movie and an Italian themed evening in the restaurant
finishes it off nicely. Marking the 100th birthday of Morgan
Cars is also expected.

In addition to the fabulous racing, we are hoping that you will
join us in adding to the infield atmosphere that makes the event
so special; although circuit parade laps will be restricted to the
Mini and Morgan celebrations.

Everyone who is bringing a car for display will be entitled to a
car pass, which will admit the driver free of charge. 

Any additional passengers will need to purchase tickets, priced
£20 per day. Savings can be made by booking in advance at
www.oultonpark.co.uk or by calling 0870 950 9000. Children 12
and under go free. Camping is available to purchase at £20 per
person (£15 in advance) regardless of length of stay.

Gates will open at 7.00am on each day.
If any Club Members are interested in this event, please

contact me as soon as possible, so I can arrange tickets.
I have organised a Club stand at this event for many years,

this is the first year the organisers have started proceedings
early, so I am now able to offer this event to the entire
membership. The Club stand is very informal and relaxed; you
will be able to explore the circuit at your leisure.

David Barrow
motorsport@saabclub.co.uk

Malbrad Motorsport
Rockingham Stages 2008
Rockingham Race Circuit, Kettering, Northants • 6-7 December

The HSCC Oulton Park Gold Cup
30-31 August 2009

Steve Broadhead and Andrew Hewitt

Home time then
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PRODUCTOFFER

We have three NXT Generation Wash and Wax Kits to give away to three lucky readers. 
To enter, simply answer the following question and post, e-mail or fax back – please see the details below:

How many items are in the NXT Generation Wash & Wax Kit?

A:

Name: SOC Membership No:

Address

Postcode: Tel  

Please post, e-mail or fax entries to: Anne Szpindor • Mypec, The Old Pottery, Fulneck Leeds, LS28 8NT. 
Fax no: 0113 255 6887   e-mail: annes@mypec.co.uk 
Entries close 1st June 2009. The winners will be the first three correct entries drawn at random.

This ideal starter kit features products from the NXT
Generation range which are the result of years of research
and development, making them the most advanced
synthetic products on the market today.

The kit comes complete with the superb Meguiar’s NXT
Generation Car Wash and the brand new NXT Generation
Tech Wax 2.0, a Soft Foam Applicator Pad, Microfibre Wash
Mitt and Supreme Shine Microfibre Towel.

The fully synthetic, pH-balanced NXT Generation Car
Wash (RRP £35.99) is designed to emulsify and dissolve dirt
without stripping the wax protection from a vehicle’s
paintwork and contains a water softening agent to help
create a spot free finish. Enhanced with Hydrophobic
Polymer Technology, the NXT Generation Tech Wax 2.0 not
only creates the best ever show car shine, but provides
relentless watering beading and protection against
oxidation, corrosion, UV rays and surface degradation by
creating a barrier that allows for water to bead up and glide
right off the paint finish, wash after wash.

The Meguiar’s NXT Generation Wash & Wax kit, along with
the complete range of Meguiar’s products, is available from
all good automotive accessory shops, online at
www.meguiars.co.uk or by calling 0870 241 6696.

Meguiar’s, the leading manufacturer
of automotive surface care products,
are pleased to announce the
availability of the money-saving NXT
Generation Wash and Wax Kit.

Meguiar’s NXT Generation 
Wash and Wax Kit
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Two-Stroke

95 V4

96 V4

90

99

900

9000

9-3

9-5

Cars Wanted

Wanted

Bits and Pieces

Misc

ADVERTISING RATES FOR SMALL ADS
TICK CLASSIFICATION:

Please PRINT CLEARLY or preferably TYPE on separate sheet. Use separate sheet if there is not
enough space on this form. Use correct punctuation. Copy the form if you wish to use more
than one classified section. ONLY ONE ADVERTISEMENT PER FORM WILL BE ACCEPTED. 

We regret that ONWARD GOING advertisements cannot be accepted, all ads will be accepted
on a first come, first served basis. It is not always possible to include photographs, we apologise
if yours is not included. We cannot accept responsibility for errors or omissions arising from
illegible submissions. COPIES OF ‘DRIVER’ are available to NON-MEMBER ADVERTISERS upon
request. Please add to your cheque an extra £4.00 per copy plus 50p p&p.

MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS MUST BE QUOTED ON ALL COMPLETED FORMS

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

I enclose a cheque for

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Telephone No:

I agree the wording of the advertisement is true.

Signed: Date:

REMEMBER TO INCLUDE YOUR ASKING PRICE,
and YOUR TEL. NO. within the advertising panel.

PLEASE NOTE THIS ADVERTISING FORM MUST
ACCOMPANY ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Advertisements on the web ads site will not 
automatically be included within the ‘Driver’ unless 
re-submitted on this form.

IMPORTANT NOTES

£            :

Please send cheque (to SOC) and form to:

DAVE GARNETT,
GORSEY FIELD HOUSE,
BIRTLE,
BURY, BL9 6UD

DEADLINE – JULY/AUG 2009
29 MAY 2009

Please make cheques payable to:
The Saab Owners Club of
Great Britain Ltd
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CLASSIFIED Advertisements may also be placed on the Club website. Web advertisements can be submitted
using the web advertisement form. Access via: www.saabclub.co.uk and click on web adverts.

Trade advertisements will not be accepted. 

96V4
96L 1976
Carolina Blue. Owned since 1983. Many good
features including reconditioned engine about
5,000 miles ago but rust behind one rear wing,
base of door pillar and adjacent still. Hence no
MOT or Tax. Free to a good home. Tel: 01277
373658 (Brentwood, Essex).

900
900 Carlsson
Cirrus White – sadly I have to part with this
classic, I have owned this car all of its life,
currently MOT’d and taxed. Excellent order,
this car must go to a good home, please. See
page 28 for more information, or contact me
via cliffordmjc@btinternet.com or 07970
786280 Mike Clifford.

99
Saab 99GL
Easy restoration project. 1983, 4 door saloon,
Metallic Silver, light grey trim. 102,000 miles,
failed MOT February 2009. Interesting
registration number SAB 399Y. Same owner
from new, always garaged, serviced regularly,
runs and drives well. Good tyres and tidy
bodywork (roof lining tatty, n/s mirror
missing). Everything original. Owner’s manual
and wiring diagram, spare ignition key. Can
email photos. £550 ono. Tel: 01531 890242.
Mob: 07813514544 (North Gloucestershire).

Cars Wanted
95V4 Estate
Preferably in good condition with a current
MOT. Distance not an issue. 
Tel: 07973429346 (Kingston Upon Thames).

Wanted
Saab 900 Classic stick on 
wooden dash panel 
in good condition. Tel: 01942 862679
(Wigan).

Bits and Pieces
900 GM
Genuine Saab towbar £20. K&N Filter as new
£20. Quality locking wheel nuts £10. Haynes
Manual £2 (Stourbridge). Four stainless steel
discs for Classic 900 very good condition £40.
Tel: 07908636599 (Worcs).

9000 CSE Anniversary
Full leather interior. Duotone with airplane
emblem. Anniversary alloy wheels with
Firestone Firehawk 205:60:15 tyres. Walnut
fascia panels. Why not upgrade your 9000?
Offers. Tel 029 20568111 – office hours
(Cardiff).

1700cc V4 crankshaft £195. Full size
but needs a regrind. Tel: 01424 713927 after
3.00pm only.

Misc
Oil Leaking from Distributor
Oil seal replaced by SOC Member for Saab
900 (1984-1993) BOSCH Part No 0237-
501010 and 900 (1993-1998) Part No 0237-
520054. Repairs from £25 including P&P. Tel:
Allen Timms 01208 72429 or email
al@timms789.fsnet.co.uk (Bodmin, Cornwall).

Holiday Lets
Algarve Luxury Apartment
Sleeps six. Sea views, pool. Fully equipped
kitchen, Satellite TV, two bathrooms. Walking
distance to beaches and town. Three top golf
courses nearby. Tel: 01277 623846 or email:
alexanderalgarve@aol.com 

Torrox Costa, Spain
Spacious fully equipped apartment. Sleeps
four/five. Adjacent to beach and main
promenade, in quiet location. Sea mountain
view, beautiful gardens. Shared pool. Places of
interest and golf courses. Tel: 01606 853964 or
email: flysun4u@yahoo.co.uk 

Nerja, Spain
Beautiful, air conditioned, two bedroom villa.
Sleeps six. Picturesque gardens, sea view.
Beach and town walking distance. Shared pool.
Places of interest and golf courses. Tel: 01606
853964 or email: flysun4u@yahoo.co.uk

Log on to saabmail.co.uk
or call 0845 145 2222
for FREE online connection services

FREE Internet Connection 
for Saab Club Members
� NO CONTRACT

� NO FIXED FEES

� NO HIDDEN COSTS

� NO LIMITED HOURS

� PAY ONLY FOR THE 
TIME ONLINE

� NO SET-UP CHARGES

� NO MONTHLY BILLS

� NO LOG-ON DELAYS

� UP TO 5 E-MAILS WITH 5
MEGABYTES OF SPACE

Anyone in the business of
selling goods or services
related to the motor car,

as a general rule, can
advertise in the ‘Driver’. 

If Members can
recommend a service or

would like to suggest
someone to our Sales

Executive we would be
most grateful, the more
revenue the Club can

bring in, the more money
we can 

spend on the Club.
Your Sales Executive is:

Kay Scott  
Tel: 01943 461679

kjsadvertising@btinternet.com

Display
Advertising



FOR CREDIT CRUNCH BUSTING PRICES
VISIT WWW.NEOBROTHERS.CO.UK



5 star NCAP safety award is in the adult category.

5 Star Safety Award

Keep it that way!
Unfortunately, accidents happen. When they do, a Saab 
Approved Bodyshop is the right choice for accident repairs 
to your Saab, using genuine Saab parts and approved repair 
methods. You can be assured that Saab technicians are fully 
trained to the highest standard with the latest technology 
to assess and restore your Saab to its original condition.

Always insist on an Approved Bodyshop and genuine parts.

If it’s not repaired at a Saab Approved Bodyshop 
can you really be sure?

For your nearest Saab Approved Bodyshop 
call 0845 300 9395.
saab.co.uk
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